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From the Editor                           

“The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It 

cannot be changes without changing our thinking.” – Albert 

Einstein 

I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in present 

times when the education system is going through a roller 

coaster. 

Education is the major deciding factor of country’s growth 

therefore; it is the duty of every citizen to build a strong base in education. Over the past 

few years, country has seen tremendous change in the adaption of technology, which is a 

great sign of country’s development in education sector. 

Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to the reforms in education. The 

booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in education has seen tremendous 

improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the digitalization is at the 

verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging. Digitalization has 

become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills and 

employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like robotics 

and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!! 

In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is the most trending segment 

of the education sector i.e. Emerging Ed-tech Start-ups. The global Ed-tech market was 

valued at $186 billion in 2017 and is expected to reach $252 billion by 2020, depicting 

tremendous growth with unlimited growth opportunities.  

Education India has also come up with a special coverage of “Digital and Online Education”. 

E-learning and online education Industry in India, is witnessing tremendous growth at a 

CAGR of 11-12% and is projected to be around $1.96 bn industry by 2021. It also covers 

the initiative taken by government to promote Digital Learning and Online education in 

India.  

This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top educationists, who have great 

expertise in the education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing 

their ideas to transform the way of learning. 

Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments 

from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key 

developments in India and globally. 

I wish you a happy and interesting reading!! 
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Educationists: Let’s Catch Them Early! 

Why Assessments Is the Key to Early Childhood Development 

It is a universally known fact standing the test of time- ‘earlier the better’. The whole 

humankind can vouch for instances in their life where they must have understood the 

value of time first-hand. They could have either experienced moments they seized and 

won or about missed opportunities.  

 

The human life cycle is one of the most crucial examples that stand testament to the whole 

concept of time. The human development with respect to age, social maturity, thought 

formation and even physical growth has time and again emphasized the importance of 

mental sculpting during early childhood and how the child’s innate temperament and 

chromosomal pattern interacts with environmental factors to further shape themselves.  

That is why, most psychological theories talk about the importance of cognitive 

development and social learning process from infancy to toddlerhood and throughout 

childhood. Even various personality theories like psychodynamics and gestalt often 

discuss the significance that early stages of human development have on adult life 

decisions. Thus, assessments not only sound like a suggestion but more importantly- are 

actually the need of the hour for pre-schoolers. 

 

Most of the schools and preschools have recommended and incorporated an assessment 

based pedagogy and even improvised on the curriculum based on the results of various observations and test results. However, 

this revolution is not as widespread as it should be. There are several misconceptions fuelled by ignorance that needs to be cleared 

so that everyone can benefit towards ensuring a child’s and cumulatively the nation’s success: 

MYTH: There is no need to start early when there is so much time 

TRUTH: Prevention has always been better than cure- there is no debate to that. A head start is always very much defining and it 

is unfair to not use assessments for the child to provide them with opportunities that can secure their success early on. 

MYTH: There are no assessments/ tests available for pre-schoolers 

TRUTH: There are in fact various psychometric tests that are customised not only customised and standardised to the younger 

population- but is also fair to their educational backgrounds. In fact, the U.S. Patented DMIT is genetic test which is completely 

unbiased as it directly taps into the genetic potential. 

MYTH: Subjecting the child to a psychological assessment biases the parents/ teachers 

TRUTH: On the contrary, it actually arms them NOT pressurise or experiment with the child. Life can be a series of exploration, 

trials and errors- but this needs to be taken care of by the children themselves and not the people guiding them! 

MYTH: A pre-schooler’s future gets limited by a test 

TRUTH: Understanding the child’s personality and learning styles actually empower the student to grow and live to the fullest 

potential. A DMIT or a Psychometric profile of the child helps the guardians to provide a suitable environment (including the right 

education board). Thus, the pre-schooler is in a position to successfully cultivate their talents and move through any challenges 

on the way. 

MYTH: Challenges are going to come later in life and that is when one should deal with it 

TRUTH: For a child, everything is new and thus, a challenge. It is their understanding of these experiences that shape their future 

decisions as well. And knowing that 90% of brain development is done by the age of 5 yrs.- the importance of early assessments 

cannot be understated. 

MYTH: A child can learn in any way and thus can be taught in any way 

TRUTH: Every child learns better when taught using their dominant learning style (there are five of them!) and knowing that the 

sensory, linguistic, emotional and cognitive development happens rapidly during the early ages- assessments provide an absolute 

way of knowing it. In fact, the whole system of DMIT and Psychometric Tests for Pre-schoolers as well their parents and teachers 

is so well established that BRAINWONDERS- the leading and largest counselling centre in India has over 10,000 schools vouching 

for the importance of BRAINWONDERS assessments during the childhood stage and have incorporated the same for their students.  

Mr. Manish Naidu 
CEO & Co-Founder
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Educationists: Let’s Catch Them Early! 

There are two types of assessments: 

1. U.S. Patented DMIT: This is a biometric test which understand the child’s innate traits using the genetic fingerprint 

patterns and analyses: 

Personality: Understand how the child thinks and acts to guide them right 

Learning Style: Teach the child in a way that is aligning with child’s method of grasping. 

Brain Dominance: Know the creative versus the analytical mind 

Multiple Intelligence Profile: Explore the strengths and develop on areas that needs strengthening 

Parenting Recommendations: The parents, guardians and caretakers are counselled by a psychologist regarding certain 

interventions for a healthier child development. 

2. Psychometric Tests: The well-rounded design ensures that three facets- Aptitude, Interest and Personality are assessed 

for the complete and efficient analysis.  

● Aptitude Series: The test measures the ability and learning proficiency across the 6 domains of Abstraction, 

Arithmetic, Language, Mechanical Reasoning, Spatial Ability and Speed and Accuracy to understand the areas of 

strengths and concerns of the student.  

● Interest Inventory: The test is based on Holland's occupational interest theory and explores the fields that 

students will enjoy as a professional. 

● Personality Test: The qualities and characteristics of an individual are discussed to improve self-awareness and 

work on constructively groom their thought process and behaviour in varying environments.   

 

Founded and headed by Mr Manish Naidu since 2011, BRAINWONDERS has been the recipient of several awards including Best 

Student Counselling (Indian National Award, 2012), Best Student Counselling (4th Indian School Merit Awards, 2016), Outstanding 

Contribution to Educational Counselling (Maharashtra Merit Awards, 2017), Best Student Counselling (5th Indian School Merit 

Awards, 2017) and Best in Educational Guidance (North School Merit Awards, 2018) for their contribution towards educational 

counselling. A lot of reputed schools and colleges and other organizations appreciatively recommend bot DMIT and Psychometric 

Assessment by BRAINWONDERS- a confluence of both ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’ development of the student. 

Realising that online psychometric testing is the need of the hour, BRAINWONDERS has stepped up to cater to this void. Mr. 

Manish Naidu, the founder of BRAINWONDERS, started BRAINWONDERS in 2011 and has years of expertise in counselling and 

assessments. In these years, Mr Manish Naidu and his team across 108+ centres has worked diligently and affiliated with 10,000+ 

schools Pan India to create awareness of career assessments. Now, as the need and accessibility and affordability of the internet 

has increased, Mr. Manish Naidu decided to venture into the online market and use online assessments.   

The BRAINWONDERS assessment series for younger age groups has been researched, designed & constructed to address this need 

and supports students, parents, teachers, principals and management to enable the students to accurately identify and to make 

the best of their skills. 

“In the Game of Life- there are no guarantees.” 

Thus, the BRAINWONDERS team aimed to identify the growing need for a comprehensive assessment framework for students of 

younger age groups. “Keeping in mind the child’s overall development, we have constructed a series of time-tested assessments” 

says Mr. Manish Naidu. BRAINWONDERS is the only organization in India that provides U.S patented DMIT test and possesses the 

most comprehensive psychometric assessment framework. They provide well-rounded services for quantitative and qualitative 

enhancement of the individual.  

BRAINWONDERS online Psychometric Testing, Genetic Intelligence Testing and Counselling Interventions is finding more and more 

leverage from all over the country. After all, every parent and the teachers want the best for their child and wants their child to 

excel in the career path that they choose. Leaders can be born from all walks of life. Thus taking assessments and tests can help 

the children at an early age understand their potentials, inner ability, aptitude and intersect. With the help of assessments for pre-

schoolers and proper guidance from the teachers and parents, the child will surely fly high in any path that they choose to their 

destination- and early assessments will ensure that this path is well lit!  
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Empowering the Global K-12 Education through Technology 

Education technology and ICT based learning has revolutionized the way students learn in 
this era. The global standards of education have reached a new high where technology plays 
a vital role in shaping the way students learn. The way the teaching methodologies have 
evolved emphasizes more on learning outcomes where child centric education is of utmost 
importance. Moving ahead with the same thought and vision in mind we have decided to 
bring technologies like Augmented reality and Virtual reality and make it accessible to the 
students and schools across India.   
 

Our Journey 
Entab has pioneered in ERP solutions for almost two decades and streamlined the 
administrative work of more than 1200 in India and abroad. CampusCare® and CampusSoft® 
have carved a niche and is India’s most preferred ERP solution. We have made a mark in the 
solutions we provide and the faith of our clients have always inspired us to come out with 
new modules and innovative measures to keep system robust and provide the best to the 
schools. Adding on to the same, this year we added to the eLearning segment by partnering 
with Eureka, to provide quality digital education of Science and Maths and the learning 
software is known as CampusCare(R) i-Learn. The digital content will be integrated with our 
CampusCare® app and can be accessed with schools as well as parents. 
 

Blend the digital content with classroom teaching 
Digital content is to empower the teachers and students. The correct blend of digital content 
when rightly embedded in the lesson plans always ensures emphatic teaching. The teaching–learning process had become student 
centric and use of technology always improves the engagement and retention level of the learners. When students can simulate 
the environment, they learn by doing. We have brought forth different learning elements using 3D videos, Simulation, Interactive 
and the use of technology like AR and VR. 

 

Our Offerings 
1.Immersive Experience through Virtual Reality(VR) 

Virtual reality gives a very engaging experience and when rightly used in education, it can help in increasing the attention span of 
students. It is a three-dimensional world where a user can manipulate and explore while feeling as if he were in that world. In a 
virtual reality environment, a learner experiences complete immersion with the feeling of being inside and a part of that world 
and all sensory organs are utilized. The 360-degree view makes the graphics more compelling and caters to better understanding. 

2. Augmented Reality(AR) 

AR adds on to another dimension of learning as it allows us to augment any object in space, explore and interact with it. 
Augmented reality has a great potential to be used in the classroom because it changes the way students interact with the real 
world.  

The AR app initializes the augmentation when the image in the book is scanned by the camera of the device. The 3D model gets 
augmented on top of the textbook where the user can interact and have real time experience. 

3. 3D Stereo 

'Eureka.in 3D Stereo' explains several topics using 3DS animated video, simulation and are interactive. These high resolutions 
stereoscopic animations create an immersive effect and keep students engaged and focused. While playing simulations students 
explore complex structures in 3D which adds an element of excitement to learning. They can rotate the models 360 degrees as 
well as zoom in and zoom out at will. Thus the learning is acquired through action.  

 

Changing the Classroom dynamics as well as learning at home 
Our aim is to provide an integrated learning platform that offers a combination of usability and personalized learning experience 
anytime, anywhere. It includes features like Dashboard, Analytics, Content list, Mind-map, Playlist and many more. The emphasis 
is on expansive learning by incorporating features like consistent and proven evaluation methods, documentation of performance, 
learner-centric programs and adaptive content besides a plethora of exciting activities. The fact that our APP reaches and connects 
every parent student to the teachers and school management will help us to deliver learning modules with ease. 

Our vision is to provide the best tools to the schools we are associated with and reach out to more and enhance way schools will 
deliver in future. 

Shaji Thomas 

Director 

shaji@entab.in 

Mr. Shaji Thomas 
Director
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Education Briefs - National 

NAZARA invested INR 83.5 Cr in Paper Boat Apps 

Nazara Technologies, a Mumbai based 

gaming and digital media company has 

invested INR 83.5 Cr in Paper Boat Apps. 

Paper Boat Apps is the publisher and founder 

of Kiddopia, which is a subscription based 

preschool edutainment platform. By this 

investment of INR 83.5 Cr, 

Nazara Technologies has 

acquired 51% stake in Paper 

Boat Apps. Kiddopia help 

students to develop self-

expressions and social emotional learning by 

offering wide range of interactive games and 

activities. “This investment will help us grow 

our team, strengthen our market share in the 

US and expand to other high value markets 

such as Latin America, Europe and Japan. We 

also plan to leverage Nazara’s existing 

network of users to quickly grow in India, 

Southeast Asia and the Middle East,” said, 

Anupam Dhanuka, Co-founder and CEO, 

Paper Boat Apps. Nazara Technologies has 

been acquiring many digital and gaming 

companies in the last one year. Through this 

investment, Paper Boat Apps will expand their 

operations in all major cities of India. 

 

Government plans to introduce One Common Entrance Test for all University Admissions 
Government is planning to propose a single 

common test for admissions in all Indian 

Colleges and Universities. This subject 

specific aptitude test will be conducted by 

National Testing Agency (NTA). MHRD 

received more than 2 lakh suggestions 

regarding the New Education Policy and it will 

soon be ready for final draft in 2020. “We are 

at the final stage of finalizing the new policy. 

We set up an office in Bangalore to analyze 

suggestions for school education, a 

committee under CBSE chief Anita Karwal 

finalized the report. Five days ago, I met 

education secretaries and a CBSE team with 

the analysis,” said, MHRD Minister, Ramesh 

Pokhriyal. The common entrance test would 

reduce the burden on students preparing for 

multiple entrance examinations. This 

initiative of government would help students 

to come out from the trap of multiple 

entrances and students will be marked on a 

single common entrance test.  

 

Education loan startup Credenc raised $2.5M in a funding round led by Omidyar Network India
Delhi-based 

Credenc, an 

educational 

loans startup 

raised $2.5 

million in a 

seed funding 

round which 

was led by Omidyar Network India, with 

EMVC, Better Capital, and IIMK Alumni Fund’s 

participation. In 2017, Avinash Kumar and 

Mayank Batheja found Credenc, which works 

as the digital finance desk. Over 200 

Management Colleges across 17 cities in India 

are associated with Credenc. It undertakes a 

laborious evaluation process using an 

exclusive Artificial Intelligence (AI) model, 

which tracks 15 million data points to predict 

the future income of students applying for 

loans. Commenting on the investment, 

Mayank Batheja said, “Currently, only five 

percent of the $50 billion annual spend on 

college tuition fee is financed by organised 

lenders. We believe this penetration should 

be at least 15 percent.” According to a 

statement released by the company, in the 

next two years they are planning to expand 

operations among 1,000 colleges across 50 

cities using the raised funds.  

 

STEM Tribe Education App for girls launched by EY in India
Pushing its agenda to achieve gender parity in 

technology space, Global consultancy service, 

Ernst & Young (EY), in collaboration with 

Silicon Valley-based Tribal Planet have 

launched a mobile platform called EY STEM 

Tribe for girls between 13-18 years’ age 

group. The EY STEM Tribe has made its debut 

in India and soon it will be available in the 

United States, starting with Seattle and 

Atlanta. The app is available for free on 

android and iOS devices. EY STEM Tribe is a 

platform that will provide STEM education to 

over six thousand girls across 45 government 

schools in Delhi NCR region through 

entertaining and gamified methods. The 

mobile app will feature modules on 

technology, science, the future of work 

and inspirational stories of women in 

STEM education. As there is a noted 

gender disparity in the Indian tech 

industry, especially along the 

engineering segment, both the Indian 

government and various private 

players have stepped in to push 

technical education in India. At the India Skills 

Forum, held in March 2019 in New Delhi, 

global tech giant IBM has also announced a 

three-year programme, along with various 

CSR initiatives to promote STEM education 

for female students and prepare them for 

careers in the technology sector. In the initial 

phases, the programme will target 2 lakh 

women studying in government institutions 

across Karnataka, Telangana and Andhra 

Pradesh. Eventually, it will spread its roots 

out to other states.  
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Education Briefs - National 

Northern Arc Capital and Netherlands’ Triodos invest Rs 30 Cr in Shiksha

 Northern Arc Capital, a debt platform for 

financial inclusion focused institutions, and 

Netherlands based Impact Investment Fund, 

Triodos Investment Management announced 

Rs 30 crore investment in Chennai-based 

education finance company Shiksha Financial 

Services. Kshama Fernandes, MD & CEO of 

Northern Arc said, “Education financing is 

emerging as an important sector of focus at 

Northern Arc. The financial inclusion 

landscape is expanding and we are noticing 

opportunities beyond traditional sectors like 

microfinance.”  V L Ramakrishnan, CEO of 

Shiksha, quoted, “Education finance has so 

much unmet demand in India. Our goal is to 

support the educational needs of 200+ million 

school student population in the country.” 

The company will be using the funds for 

growing its loan portfolio in South India and 

expand to new states such as Gujarat, MP, 

and Rajasthan.

 

Blackstone acquires 37.5% stake in Aakash Educational Services
Private Equity firm “Blackstone” has acquired 

37.5 per cent stake in Aakash Educational 

Services Ltd. (AESL). AESL prepare students 

for competitive examinations. “Blackstone” 

has acquired the stake of 37.5 per cent for Rs 

1,350 crore making the total value of the 

institution at Rs 3,545 crore. "AESL has seen 

significant growth in the last decade, 

becoming one of the largest education 

companies in the country. By leveraging 

Blackstone's global reach and expertise, this 

partnership will aid our push into newer areas 

and cutting-edge education technology, 

enabling us to deliver long-term value to our 

students, employees, investors and other 

stakeholders," said, J C Chaudhry, Chairman 

and MD, AESL. Live tutoring in physical and 

online form has shown consistent better 

results among students and AESL has been a 

front-runner in this mode of delivering 

education. AESL has established their centres 

across 130 cities in India and delivers 

educational content to more than 2.5 lakh 

students. This deal would help AESL to be one 

of the India’s largest omni-channel education 

companies. 

 

Chandigarh University gets approval from UGC to start Online Distance Education

 Chandigarh University has received 

acceptance from University Grants 

Commission (UGC – Distance Education 

Council) to start their online distance courses. 

Their distance education program will begin 

from January 2020 session where in the first 

phase of the program, University will offer 10 

courses that include BBA, MBA, BCA, MCA, 

BA, MA English, MA Psychology, BSc Travel 

and Tourism, BCom and MCom. Dr RS Bawa, 

Vice Chancellor, Chandigarh University, said, 

“Students, who enrolled under distance and 

online programmes of Chandigarh University 

will be offered placement assistance and 

foreign education academic programme 

under the University International Academic 

Alliance Programme.” This distance 

education program will be choice based 

academic model for students. The degree 

from Chandigarh University will be globally 

accepted and students can transfer their 

credits to foreign universities. This step from 

the Chandigarh University will help students 

to pursue their degree without leaving their 

regular job. This will be beneficial for those 

who want to pursue higher education but 

can’t afford much time to attend regular 

college lectures.  

 

UNICEF praises Skill India, Start-up India Initiatives
 The UNICEF has lauded the ‘Skill India’ and 

the ‘Start-up India’ programmes and 

promised a help to connect with the youth 

with motive to increase job opportunities for 

them. This initiative was launched by Women 

and Child Development Minister Smriti Irani 

along with international and national 

partners, including UNICEF. Aiming at 

imparting skills among the students and 

providing employment to more than 300 

million young Indians, the UNICEF Executive 

Director Henrietta H. Fore said, “Girls are 

being left behind. They are not getting out, 

we got to encourage sports for girls. In 

families, we need to make sure girls are 

participating, that they are going out to 

study something, that they are going out to 

talk about something.” Fore also told that 

the ‘Skill India’ and ‘Start-up India’ 

programmes ‘are doing fantastic’. UNICEF 

have also ensured that these schemes will get 

connected with the youth and both private 

and public sector will connect and achieve 

the goals set with these schemes.
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Education Briefs - National 

Tamil Nadu extends board exams duration to 3 hours from 2 hours 45 minutes
A moment of relief for the Tamil Nadu board 

students as the Directorate of Government 

Examination (DGE) has decided to extend the 

timeline of board examinations from 2 hours 

45 minutes to 3 hours. This extended timeline 

is applicable to classes 10th, 11th, and 12th. 

Tamil Nadu’s Education Minister, Mr. K.A. 

Sengottiyan also tweeted this information via 

his twitter account. The examination 

schedule and program will be different for old 

syllabus and new syllabus students. 

Students can download their board exam 

calendar from DGE, Tamil Nadu website and 

them admit card will be issued a week 

before the board examinations. Students 

will also be given 15 minutes reading time 

to go through the question paper before the 

exam starts. This move of Tamil Nadu’s 

education department would help students 

to better their performance in the 

examination and would also increase the 

passing percentage among board students.

 

SAP India and Project Nanhi Kali partners together

SAP India is running a programme called 

‘Code Unnati’, which was launched in 2017 

and has already provided employment-led 

digital literacy and software skills to one 

million adolescents in the country. Project 

Nanhi Kali has supported over 3.75 lakh girls 

across India by providing them with academic 

and material support. SAP India has now 

partnered with Project Nanhi Kali to provide 

education and digital access to over 12,000 

girls by December next year. It has set up 

about 500 centres to facilitate the initiative. 

“Our collaboration with Nanhi Kali will help 

girl students to be digitally ready and 

empower them to bring about a positive 

change in the economy,” said, SAP Labs India 

Senior Vice President and Managing Director, 

Sindhu Gangadharan. She added that while 

women account for nearly half of India’s 

population, only 25 per cent of the workforce 

is female. The partnership will cover 

Maharashtra (Mumbai), Gujarat (Bharuch), 

West Bengal (Darjeeling) as well as areas in 

Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh, reaching close 

to 12,000 girls in the age group of 5-15 years. 

 

Web portal of higher-education academicians, teachers, launched
In Mumbai, Maharashtra Higher and 

Technical Education Minister Mr. Tawde 

launched the database portal 

'academisthan.com', which contains the data 

base of the leading professors and 

academicians. This will help the educational 

institutions to take better policy decisions, as 

this will act as a resource centre for them. The 

chancellor nominee of the University of 

Mumbai Management Council, Deepak 

Kumar Mukadam has initiated with this 

exhaustive database which aims at aiding 

teachers’ engagement and outreach beyond 

the institutional geographies. “This will open 

up a new window of resources for 

educational institutes. It is a welcome move 

of the University of Mumbai," said, Tawde. 

Mukadam said “the portal will bring all the 

top academicians and professors across the 

country under roof. The work is now just a 

click away. The portal will serve as a resource 

centre for educational institutions in 

government, semi-government and private 

sectors to develop their policies and other 

activities." This portal will help the NGO’s, 

government agencies and others to provide 

requisite information to build perspective 

plans, decision making policies and allocation 

of resources related to higher education. 

 

Edtech Startup SOAL To Solve The Tech Skill Gap With A Hybrid Approach With $300K Seed Funding

School of Accelerated Learning (SOAL), a 

hybrid learning venture focusing on bridging 

the tech skill gap has recently closed its first 

round of funding of $300,000 with Astarc 

Ventures as the lead investor. SOAL was 

founded by Varsha Bhambhani, Pratik 

Agarwal and Raj Desai in 2018, which helps 

the learners to solve programming challenges. 

SOAL is an online and offline educational 

institute which trains students in technical as 

well as in soft skills. The company’s product, 

Meta-Learning, is a hybrid learning method 

which merges online learning’s access with 

offline learning’s engagement. “We work with 

learners on their mindset. We focus on how 

we get somebody to create great products or 

contribute to great products. We ensure our 

learners become makers and self-learners. 

We create a student-first environment where 

programmes are designed from the 

perspective of students,” said, SOAL Co-

Founder Desai. SOAL's target audience is in 

the age group of 12 years to 50 years.
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Education Briefs - National 

Edtech Startup Sunstone Raises $1.5 Mn Seed Funding Led by Prime Venture Partners 
Gurugram-based startup, Sunstone 

Eduversity which was founded in 2015 has 

raised $1.5 million in a seed funding round. 

The funding round was led by Prime Venture 

Partners. Sunstone focuses on equipping 

students with expertise to tackle everyday 

business problems. “Our business model 

focuses on producing industry-ready 

professionals who can start contributing to 

an organization’s success right at the start of 

their career. By bringing in the pay-after-

placement model, we are making higher 

education accountable. This is the only higher 

education programme where the success of 

the education provider is completely aligned 

with the student’s success,” said Ashish 

Munjal, Co-Founder of Sunstone Eduversity. 

This funding will be used to create industry-

ready professionals through colleges across 

various cities and scale up the technology-

based curriculum. Sunstone Eduversity is 

planning to achieve 7x growth in student 

enrolments and add more than 2K students 

to its platform across nine cities by 2020.

 

NITI Aayog released 1st edition of School Education Quality Index (SEQI)  
NITI Aayog, the 

developer of 

School Education 

Quality Index 

(SEQI) to 

evaluate the 

performance of States and Union Territories 

(UTs) in the school education sector. The 

main focus of index aims to bring an 

‘outcomes’ on the education policy by 

providing States and UTs to undertake 

requisite course corrections or policy 

interventions with a platform to identify their 

strengths and weaknesses. Dr Rajiv Kumar, 

Vice-Chairman, NITI Aayog, in the presence of 

NITI Aayog Member Dr Vinod Paul, and Ms 

Rina Ray, Mr Amitabh Kant, Secretary, 

Department of School Education and 

Literacy, Ministry of Human Resource and 

Development and representatives from the 

World Bank released the first edition of SEQI. 

In line with NITI Aayog’s mandate to foster 

the spirit of competitive and cooperative 

federalism, SEQI strives to facilitate the 

sharing of knowledge and best practices 

across UTs and States. Developed through a 

collaborative process, including key 

stakeholders such as MHRD (Ministry of 

Human Resource and Development), the 

World Bank and sector experts, the index 

consists of 30 critical indicators that assess 

the delivery of quality education. 

 

Toyota Kirloskar Motor collaborated with Roots Group of Companies to launch Safety Model School 
Toyota Kirloskar Motor has joined hands with 

Roots Group of Companies to launch its first 

“Safety Model School” in Tamil Nadu. The 

school will be launched at Satchidananda 

Jothi Nikethan International School, 

Mettupalayam and this will be the first in 

Tamil Nadu and seventh in the country. This 

Traffic Park has been established to spread 

awareness and educate school students on 

road safety. SP Velumani, Tamil Nadu 

Minister for Municipal Administration 

inaugurated the Traffic Park. Toyota Kirloskar 

Motor has been working towards improving 

driving and road safety conditions since 2005 

and they have implemented similar parks in 

Kolkata, Kochi, Delhi, Varanasi, Rewari and 

Hisar. “Our focus and priority is not only to 

manufacture safe cars, but strive towards 

enriching quality of life in India and provide a 

safe ecosystem for all,” said, Masakazu 

Yoshimura, Managing Director, Toyota 

Kirloskar Motor Pvt Ltd. This initiative would 

help students to learn road safety measures 

and would help them to drive safely and 

avoid accidents.

 

ENpower raised funding of Rs 2.65 crore from Nikhil Vora, founder ‘Sixth Sense Ventures’
Ed- tech startup ENpower, 

which provides entrepreneurship learning 

programmes for the school children of age 

group of 8-18 years has raised funding of Rs 

2.65 crore from Nikhil Vora, who is the 

founder and CEO of Sixth Sense Venture. 

Recently, ENpower rolled out India’s Future 

Tycoons(IFT) programme as season 2 of its 

competition. This will allow young adults to 

interact with industry veterans. Nikhil Vora, 

Founder and CEO, Sixth Sense Ventures, said, 

“The most fulfilling part of any investment is 

when it has the potent to 

make an impact. India has 

the youngest population in 

the world and thereby a 

thriving ideas market, and it 

needs to inculcate 

entrepreneurship at a 

young seeding stage. Elated that the mission 

of ENpower is to engage with students in 

their formative years in grades 6-10, towards 

entrepreneurship. I believe this is a huge 

catalyst and an ability to create a property 

akin to a Junior Shark Tank in 

India via India's Future 

Tycoon”. According to 

ENpower, this funding will 

be used in expanding the 

outreach to 300 schools in 

next few years. They 

have also planned to build tech platforms 

which enables the ecosystem for educators, 

students, corporate, and startups in 

encouraging innovations and 

entrepreneurship among youth. 
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What does the World’s First Values Lab look like?  

“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known” - Carl Sagan 

If we have Computer Labs, Science Labs why not a Values Lab? And what if 

we had Life Lessons in a Lab? 

Imagine a world full of creativity & interactive elements that hold a meaning 

behind every detail helping you find answers to the most personal questions of 

life. 

The Saksham Values Lab is a scientific, custom designed, in-school space dedicated to values inculcation & 

character building for students, parents & teachers. 

 This is the place where the Saksham Human Values Program, a 21st Century Social-Emotional Learning, 

Values & Character Building Initiative is conducted. These classes are conducted in the Saksham Values Lab 

(inside your school) or in your very own classrooms. 

 

All our Labs Are Tech enabled with video conferencing and are connected to each other. This not only 

connects children from different schools, but also facilitates experts from around the World to interact with 

the children.  

 

 

About Val-Ed Initiatives 
Val-Ed Initiatives is an award winning, youth-led organization that designs & delivers 21st Century 

transformational values education programs that build stronger & healthier character in children, parents & 

teachers. Val-Ed programs have reached many schools across 17 states in India. 

 

To schedule a visit to the nearest Values Lab around you or know how you can have one at your school, Visit 

www.valedindia.com or Call 9731730636 or email info@valedindia.com

http://www.valedindia.com/
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Adda247 raised $6 million in a funding round 
Adda247, 

a Delhi 

based 

edtech 

company 

has raised 

$6 million 

in a Series B funding round. The funding 

round was led by Infoedge India Ltd. and Asha 

Impact. This funding of $6 million makes the 

total fund of Adda247 at $10 million. The 

company helps students to prepare for 

government jobs entrance examinations like 

SSC, railways and many others. It also has 

multiple exam specific domains like 

bankersadda.com for banks examinations, 

sscadda.com for SSC exams and many more. 

Company has more than 40 million users with 

more than 3 million daily active users. 

According to the data by Adda247, 60% of the 

users are from Tier 3 cities and small towns. 

Adda247 serves their students in online and 

as well as offline mode. With a user base of 

more than 60 million users in India, Adda247 

may be one of the best companies to invest 

in.

 

AP Government introduces English medium schools through Naadu-nedu programme 

Government of Andhra Pradesh has planned 

to introduce English medium schools for first 

to eighth classes. Chief Minister of AP had 

conducted a review on “Naadu-nedu”, 

which means “then and now”. Under this 

initiative, basic amenities in schools like 

water supply, furniture, infrastructure etc. 

will be improved and during its first phase, 

it would be implemented in 15,000 schools. 

The programme will be implemented from 

November 14 and first phase would end by 

March 2020.And, 40,000 schools will be taken 

in the second phase of programme. English 

language will be introduced in all government 

schools without neglecting the focus on 

Telugu as it will be made compulsory subject. 

Instruction in English will begin from next 

academic year. This would make students 

more competitive as they will be learning 

English along with compulsory language 

Telugu, this would also help students to 

prepare for competitive exams as English is a 

part of almost every competitive exam.
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‘STEAM’ model in Madhya Pradesh Government Schools 

The first state in India to implement “STEAM” 

Model, Madhya Pradesh. The state is all set 

to introduce the “STEAM” Model curriculum 

in the government schools. This Model is 

based on the South Korean learning concept. 

In this, students will be trained in Arts, apart 

from Science, Maths, and Technology. This 

decision is implemented to improve the 

quality of education in the govt. 

schools. STEAM (science, technology, 

engineering, arts and mathematics) is a 

Model which focuses on the teaching of four 

streams only whereas STEAM involves an 

additional subject Arts which will benefit in 

true essence with the benefit for lakhs of 

students studying in 1.21 lakh government 

schools in MP. A training session for STEAM 

model of education was organised in Bhopal. 

For this the educators from USA, Korea and 

other countries following STEAM model 

attended this conference. There were more 

than 300 attendees, mostly teachers and the 

principals from the state, the principals and 

teachers who were sent to study the South 

Korean model of education also attended the 

conference.

 

NCERT to prepare new guidelines for the assessment in school education by 2022 
The HRD Ministry has asked National Council 

for Education Research and Training (NCERT) 

to restructure exam assessment by 2022, as 

they consider the current assessment 

scenario to be 'harmful'. They are all set to 

announce the new National Education 

Policy(NEP) in which they are to drop the 

“high stakes” aspect of board exams. As per 

the proposed draft, “To reverse the harmful 

effects of the current assessment system, 

board exams will encourage holistic 

development, students will be able to choose 

many of the subjects in which they take board 

exams, depending on their 

individualized interests.” HRD Ministry said, 

“In this regard, NCERT, which is set to review 

the National Curriculum Framework (NCF) 

after over 14 years is 

ready prepared guidelines for the 

transformation in the assessment system by 

2022, to align with 

the NCF 2020.” This 

policy has formulated 

new assessment 

system for 2022. 

According to these 

guidelines all the 

students will appear for 

the board exam twice a 

year. 
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Educator’s View 
Mrs Jayashree Iyer 

Correspondent 

T.I.ME. Schools, Hyderabad 

Introduction: Mrs Jayashree Iyer, the Founder Principal 

and now the Correspondent of T.I.M.E. Schools. 

Hyderabad is a magician in the field of the simplest and 

the purest form of education.

She believes in “Education for Joy and 

experience”. She is a connoisseur of that 

education which is still a dream in most 

parts of India. She is a true visionary with 

a sense of old values, quick adaptation to 

the latest technology. When   people 

were struggling with the basics of “How 

to teach and what to teach” she was 

already experimenting with the Tiny tots 

of T.I.M.E. Schools on “Experiential 

learning” which now, is the talk of the 

town. She is a power house of knowledge 

and a versatile personality who has not 

only a depth of knowledge in all subjects 

and streams 

possible but 

also is an 

expert in the 

complex 

network of 

the 

horizontals 

and verticals of the learning paradigm for 

the teachers and the taught.  It is her 

insight and ingenuity which ensured that 

T.I.M.E. Schools are being recognised as 

the most happening schools. The schools 

bagged “The Best emerging schools 

award” at both the locations. She is ever 

smiling, caring and is empathetic. Her 

enthusiasm and the energy are 

contagious. In a world of show and pomp 

she is a woman “non -pareil” as true 

education takes place in her schools. 

T.I.M.E. School - Instilling Values, 

Nurturing Excellence 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Career in teaching – 

 She is passionate about education and is an Alumnus of Delhi University. 

 Having travelled widely to all the parts of India, she has multi-cultural, multi linguistic exposure 

and experience. 

 She feels that teachers should facilitate the leaning process taking the role of co-learners with 

students rather than educators. 

 Having an experience of nearly four decades, she currently heads the school division of T.I.M.E. 

 She continues as mentor for the teachers and is active in the selection and training of teachers. 

Vision 
Our Vision is to impart the highest quality education by providing an inspiring & conducive learning 

environment that helps bring out the best in every child and helps in the holistic development of the child 

 

Current Educational scenario: 

The early childhood and primary education sector have long been neglected resulting in the loss of 

creativity and imagination in children. Even in the higher education sectors education has become 

equivalent to acquiring a certificate or two by hook or crook. Learning has assumed a backseat and hence 

students though qualified, have become unemployable. 
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Educator’s View 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“CATCH THEM YOUNG SHOULD BE THE MOTTO” 

Children learn a lot by exploration, experimentation and freedom to come up with solutions. 

T.I.M.E. SCHOOL believes in the above motto and hence when we began in the year 2010, we decided that our approach and 

techniques would be based on the requirement of the students. 

Schools play a primary role in the holistic development of a child. Every school imparts Education. If there is a difference that we 

can make, it is how differently we impart knowledge and how effective we are in this endeavour. Quality of information is as 

important as facilitating the students in applying what they have learnt. Information is not merely gathering knowledge without 

understanding & without an ability to process & apply the knowledge. It is akin to collecting gemstones/crystals without the ability 

to string it into a beautiful art piece.  T.I.M.E. School strives to impart education that helps make the children inquisitive and enables 

them become life- long learners. We believe in being learner-centric and plethora of opportunities are provided to the children to 

exhibit their talents.  

Joy of learning -   

Learning process should cease to be mechanical and theory based. The joy of exploring and learning ensures that the 

learning remains a continuous process and children become life- long learners. 

We need committed and passionate teachers who will create an eternal love for not only acquiring knowledge but also 

learning to apply them appropriately. 

The skills sets required in the next decade will be entirely different from what the school educators are preparing 

students for.  Our role as educators is to prepare and equip the students with a set of skills that would help them tackle 

any challenges that come their way and succeed. 
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Educator’s View 
Ms. Mona Mehdi 

Head of Institute 

Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, Hyderabad  

Backed by over 24 years of experience as a teacher and an 

administrator in reputed schools of Lucknow and Hyderabad. Her 

professional expertise, communicative skills, dramatic and artistic 

talents are commendable. With knowledge and experience in her 

field, she is successful in motivating her team, always 

asserting- ‘There is no short cut to success. It is the work alone that 

works. As an able and charismatic leader, she aims at making her team 

and the students learn to lead and be good human beings, 

besides being successful. She is an inspiration for many, her selfless 

and optimistic approach motivates and encourages her friends and 

associates to move ahead and face the challenges of life. 

 

Professionally, Ms. Mehdi has focused keenly on her sole mission- the 

growth and glory of the institute in all the spheres- curricular, co-

curricular and extra-curricular. The organizations in her aegis aim at 

the all-round development of a child in the midst of holistic education 

provided by the school. Her aspirations are in tune with the modern 

times of the advancement of Science and Technology but has its roots 

firmly grounded in traditional values and culture. She is the most sought after national level Resource Person of ELT for the leading 

publication houses and a leading Pronouncer for the Spell Bee Contests. She has done voice over for many plays and children 

rhymes besides being an eloquent speaker. 

 

Career in Education: 

It’s a choice. I don’t 

remember having 

any other ambition 

besides being a 

teacher since 

childhood. My 

teachers have left a 

great impact on me and I feel this 

generation needs passionate teachers. I 

have studied for almost two decades and 

have been in the schools for another two 

decades and I proudly acclaim to be in 

schools throughout my life. This is my 

world! 

 

Major Initiatives towards Education: 

The school has introduced the concept of 

Whole Brain wherein the brain profiling 

of the students is done in the beginning 

and then the teaching happens.  The 

concept of accepting 

every child as an 

individual is 

achieved through it. 

The school also 

works on the 

philosophy of PITCH 

where ‘P’ stands for 

Personal Touch, ‘I’ stands for 

Involvement of Parents, ‘T’ stands for 

traditions and values, ‘C’ stands for Child 

Centric Curriculum and ‘H’ stands for the 

Holistic Development. All the activities of 

the school are based on this philosophy. 

Project KUDOS, all for One, one for All, 

involves all the stake holders of the 

school in the teaching learning process. 

Being located in the heart of the city, in 

spite of the space constraint the school 

has come up with an organic farm and 

best out of waste garden to provide 

experiential learning. 
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Educator’s View 

Challenges in Schools:  

Teachers join this profession by chance 

and not by choice which ultimately leads 

to a lot of gap between the learning and 

teaching due to the lack of required 

skills. Moreover, there is too much of 

emphasis on the content rather than the 

skills and the natural mind takes a back 

seat as the classrooms are confined in 

the four walls of the school buildings due 

to various reasons.

Current changes required for Education Sector: 

There has to be a paradigm shift. The 

classrooms have to be student centric 

rather than teacher centric. Learning and 

teaching has to be skill based instead of 

content based. A lot of emphasis has to 

be given on experiential learning and the 

rat race for marks and ranks has to come 

to an end. Parental expectations should 

also come down which is creating a 

havoc in the life of young minds. In the 

name of technology, the kids are 

exposed to many unwanted content 

which is again a challenge to deal with 

when both the parents are working. 

Schools alone can’t do a miracle. For this 

amazing generation to excel, all the 

stakeholders should work collectively.

 

Future plans: 

Our group has 85 vibrant educational 

establishments engaged from k -12, 

undergraduate & postgraduate levels.  

We intend to have globally networked 

community of leaders, technocrats and 

professionals working in an ethical 

environment founded on human values 

in which both spirit and skill thrives to 

enrich the quality of life. 

 

Comment about education 

system: 

It needs to be taken up seriously 

and should be kept away from 

political pressure. Teaching as a 

profession should be considered at 

par with any other profession if we 

really need to improve the 

standard of education. This will 

help us have teachers by choice 

and not by chance! A lot is being 

done on papers yet a lot more has 

to be implemented to get the 

desired results.   

 

Leadership Style: 

A mix of strategic and 

transformational leadership. I 

value the inputs of my team 

members and give them the 

ownership which helps in achieving 

the long term as well as the short 

term goals. Every member of the 

organization is given the due 

importance and responsibilities. 
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Educator’s View 
Ms. Malavika Prakki  
Principal  
Solitaire Global Schools - Attapur Branch 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction  

She creates rich and comprehensive co-educational atmosphere promotes not only 
excellent academic results, but also a concentrated focus on the Arts, Sport, 
Outdoor Education and Community Service. 
 
She is an Experienced Biology facilitator and Counselling Psychologist with a 
demonstrated history of working in the education field.  
 
She has also earlier headed the school as IBPYP coordinator. She is a Certified NLP practitioner, Happiness Life Coach, Master Mindfulness 
Practitioner and a Career Coach. She is always dedicated in providing counselling therapy for individuals of all age groups and has an innate 
ability to establish rapport, interact and relate to individuals of all levels.  
 
She effortlessly communicates and puts the environment to ease. She comes with strong interpersonal, organizational and analytical skills, these 
skills put to action works magic with children and their mental health. She also holds a Degree in Masters in Microbiology, Masters in 
Psychology & Bachelors in Education. 

 

Careers in Education 
Ms. Malavika believes in inculcating positive attitude through exposure to values. with this motto, Ms. Prakki started her career in teaching as a 
biology facilitator, later she took the role as the branch head of solitaire global schools, her passion is to motivate students to achieve their goals, 
as counselor she has guided many students in striking a balance between scholastic and extracurricular activities. 

 

Major initiative Towards Education  

During her work experience, Ms. Malavika Prakki has carefully planned 
innovative routes for overall student development. She believes in positive 
culture as a precondition for great teaching.  She has created a model 
pathway that promises in creating teaching and living values that are full 
of joy. She works seamlessly for a common purpose of creating global 
citizens who respect and value diversity.  At Solitaire Global Schools she 
creates an environment that nurtures a love of learning in all learners, 
small and tall. Collaboration among and between our students and adults 
is ever constant under her guidance. Some initiatives are: 
 

Collaboration and Integration- She has led many collaborations 

periodically with other international schools in Japan, Kenya, South Africa, 

Nepal, Pakistan and Palestine for exchange of best educational practices 

and culture exchange. 

 

Skills for Life: she believes in placing life skills at the center of our 

curriculum. She carefully plans personality development training sessions 

to inculcate good values in our children and carefully plans our curriculum 

which involves topics such as caring, giving, working for society, and well-

being. Skills for life help students graduate from school with an awareness 

of what it takes to function on their own. 

 

Learning Environment: Our learning environment sets us apart. It includes  

global classrooms which are student centric, project based and research driven. Developing multicultural literacy and global competencies is an 

essential aspect of our school curriculum. 
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Educator’s View 

Under her leadership and Guidance, the School has 

bagged the British Council International School Award 

for the Academic Year 2019-2021. 
 

The Current Education System in India 
She believes an emphasis should be laid on creating positive learning 

environment that can foster improved academic performance while 

promoting students’ social and emotional wellbeing. Although there has 

been a shift in the teaching practices, there still are institutes that promote 

memorizing the facts over understanding the concepts. The last 10 years in 

the field of education have truly been revolutionary with many institutes 

opting for an experiential learning over the traditional methodology. New 

age parenting is one reason why this change could see the light of the day. 

The curriculum needs to be more robust ensuring the student is gaining a 

holistic view of the concepts and learning. 

 

Digitization to change the future of learning  
With the advent of technology which is continually evolving and advancing, 

a lot has changed in today’s world. Technology has become such an integral part of our lives that it won’t be an understatement if we call it the 

heart and nerve of our day to day functions. Every piece of information available under the sky is now synthesized through digitization. Gone 

are the days where there is a lack of access to information with everything now available at the tip of your fingertips. Now is the time that we 

incorporate digitization in the field of education. Digital Course Materials, Immersive Learning, and Smart Learning Environment are few of the 

methods we widely get to see at present and I hope the day is not far from reality where Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality and Gamification 

are at the centre of learning methodology. 

Digitization has become a need for education and for bringing different parts of the world together. We are into the 21st century where 

technology has become important tool for delivering education. 

Digitization has added to our learning; however, Classroom Teaching still play a major role in adding value. 
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Educator’s View 
Umme Salma 
Principal 

New York Academy 

Umme Salma is the Founder and Executive Director of EdPodium.  She is currently 

the Principal of New York Academy, a progressive American School in Hyderabad.  

Umme is also an Adjunct Professor at Notre Dame de Namur University in 

California. 

Umme was born in Hyderabad and moved to California to pursue her education.  

She received her Bachelor’s Degree in Child Psychology and her Master Degree in 

Educational Administration from Santa Clara University. 

After working, for several years as a teacher and administrator in Elementary and 

Middle Schools, in the Bay Area (Silicon Valley), in California, she realized the need 

to learn more about Early Childhood Education.  This is where every child begins 

his/her journey of becoming a lifelong learner.  So unsurprisingly, she pursued her 

degree in Early Childhood Education.  Having had the opportunity to be trained 

and working with some of the best educators at Bing Nursery School at Stanford University, Umme’s perspective on early 

childhood became more solidified.  Having had the extensive training at Stanford University Research Lab and Children’s Center 

of the Stanford Community, she is now even a stauncher advocate of the 

importance of Pre K – 12 Education. 

Umme believes that teaching and learning are irrevocably connected and 

effective teachers are the change agents in society.  They have the power 

to create life-long learners with a growth mindset.  Effective teachers 

help their students reach their full potential.  Therefore, there is a critical 

need in the world today to train teachers in the art and science of 

teaching and learning. 

Her vision is to enhance, expand, and support teacher training in India by 

equipping teachers with current brain-based research, knowledge, skills, 

and the mind-set to motivate and help their young learners.  Umme 

collaborated with Notre Dame de Namur University in California, USA, and began a successful Pilot Teacher Training Program in 

India, 2018 -2019.  She is determined to create a professional learning community in India where educators collaborate to enhance 

every aspect of the education system, which positively contributes to the holistic development of children. 
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Cover Story- Emerging Ed-tech start-ups

lobal Market Analysis:                                     
Online education is a vigorous 

industry, with lots of advanced 

technologies. The traditional way 

of education used to be very simple, which 

includes blackboard, a teacher and desks in a 

classroom. Today, students can use English 

online assessment, upload homework 

through a portal, learn history through 3D 

immersion, learning through AI, AR & VR is 

also available now. Global Ed-tech market 

was estimated to be $185.70 billion in 2017 

and is expected to reach $252.00 billion by 

2020. This shows tremendous growth in the 

online education sector.

 

Ed-tech companies have continued to attract a 

significant number of venture capitalist firms 

from around the globe to invest in them. 

Recently, Owl venture raised $350.0 million to 

invest in global Ed-tech companies. Venture 

Capitalist around the globe invested over $1.0 

billion into Ed-tech start-ups in 2018. Now, Ed-

tech has become the first preference for 

investment purpose for an investor because it 

provides better return on investment (ROI). 

Top Global Ed-Tech Companies:

1. VIPKid: VIPkid, a China-based online 

ed-tech company founded in 2013 to 

connect fluent English-speaking teachers 

with young Chinese students for one-on-

one 25-minutes virtual tutoring lessons, 

where students are taught English 

through a curriculum that covers 

concepts like holidays and more complex 

topics like current events. Vipkid’s 

curriculum is exclusive and affiliated to 

the U.S. Common Core State Standards. 

It has earned an estimated revenue of 

$750 million in 2017. The start-up raised 

$500 million in 2018 at a valuation of 

over $3 billion. 

2. Coursera: Coursera, a U.S. based 

online learning platform is one of the 

best examples of how Ed-tech can be 

employed to provide access to education 

at the universal level. It has over 3,000 

courses, 300 specialisations and 13 world 

class degrees for the students and 

region. By joining hands with top 

universities and organizations, Coursera 

has been able to connect the teacher-

student across the globe. One of the best 

online education start-ups in the world, 

its estimated revenue was approximately 

$140 million with 35 million subscribers 

in 2017. 

3. Yuanfudo: Yuanfudao, a Beijing-

based online tutoring platform offers live 

tutoring services covering school 

subjects and different courses for higher 

education. It has over 200 million users 

and its estimated revenue was 

approximately $101 million in 2017. In 

2018, it raised $300 million from 

Tencent, a Chinese multinational 

investment holding corporation.  

4. Age of learning: Age of Learning, a 

U.S. based online learning platform that 

blends education best practices, 

innovative technology, and insightful 

creativity to bring learning for children 

aged between 2–8 years around the 

world. It is designed to help children 

from kindergarten to third-grade to 

improve their reading skills. It is the 

leading and the most comprehensive 

digital early learning resource for 

children. Its estimated revenue was 

approximately $100 million in 2017.  

5. Udacity:  Udacity, a U.S. based online 

education provider, which offers online 

courses, credentials and nano degrees, 

built by AT&T and Google, for data 

analysts, web and mobile developers. It 

offers a mix of free and paid courses and 

videos. In 2018, the company raised $105 

million to expand its international 

operations. Its estimated revenue was 

approximately $70 million in 2017, with 

approximately 10 million subscribers in 

over 190 countries. 

6. Byju’s: Byju’s, a Bengaluru based Ed-

tech start-up makes knowledge and 

education interesting for 4th to 12th 

standard students and those taking 

competitive exams like JEE, NEET, CAT, 

IAS, GRE, and GMAT. With a valuation of 

approximately $5.0 billion, Byju’s is one 

of the most valued start-ups in India. The 

company had launched a new app for 

class 4th and 5th students named “Byju’s 

Math App” and for the same matter, 

acquired Math Adventures. Earlier, 

Byju’s had also acquired TutorVista, 

Edurite and data-driven platform, 

Vidyartha. Its estimated revenue was 

approximately $68.84 million with 15 

million subscribers in 2017. 

 

G 
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7. EdX:  EdX, a U.S. based online learning 

courses provider, which offers high-

quality courses from the world’s best 

universities and institutions to learners 

everywhere. With more than 130 global 

partners, EdX has increased access of 

quality education for everyone and 

everywhere and enhances teaching, 

learning on campus. It also offers 

courses of weekly learning structures.  

Its estimated revenue was 

approximately $60.00 million with 14 

million subscribers in 2017. 

8. Udemy: Udemy, a U.S. based online 

learning platform for teaching and 

learning, that connects students from 

across the world to the best instructors. 

Udemy is one of the best places to 

increase an individual’s intensity of 

understanding. It is targeted at 

professional adults and offers 1,00,000 

courses with approximately 30 million 

subscribers currently.  Its estimated 

revenue was approximately $28 million. 

 

9. Simplilearn: Simplilearn, a U.S. 

based leading certification provider, 

which offers short-term online training 

courses. It partners with companies and 

individuals to know their unique needs 

and provides them with training and 

coaching that helps them achieve their 

goals. It offers more than 400 courses 

with more than 1 million professional 

trained and spread over 150 countries. 

Simplilearn offers three courses ranging 

from foundation to practitioner levels, 

which are introduction to Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA), the RPA 

using UiPath Training Course, and the 

Automation Anywhere Certified 

Advanced RPA Professional Training 

Course. Its estimated revenue was 

approximately $18.55 million. 

 

10. Studysoup: Studysoup, a San 

Francisco-based education start-up, 

which provides peer-to-peer learning 

marketplace for college students. The 

company works as an online study 

group, where students can sell or buy 

class notes, study guides and tutoring 

services. The company has a strong base 

of 2,000 elite note makers, 150 schools 

and more than 0.5 million students. 

Students can earn money by submitting 

their own work to the website. Note 

takers, or any student who uploads 

material to the website, get 50% 

commission from each purchase of their 

notes or study guides. Its estimated 

revenue was approximately $2.10 

million in 2017. 

 

Revenue of Top 10 Global Ed-tech Players- FY17 

 
Sources:  Companies financial reports and Eldrok estimates 
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U.S. Market analysis: 

U.S. is the world’s leading country in the 

world. The developments made in the U.S. 

market works as a benchmark for other 

countries around the globe and the same goes 

for the advancements made in the Ed- tech 

market. The US ed-tech market comprises of 

54% of higher education segment and 46% of 

K-12 segment, the split is expected to remain 

the same for the next 5 years. Since 2014, the 

U.S. Ed-tech market has achieved a CAGR of 

8.81% and is expected to grow to $43 billion 

by 2019. Like other sectors, US market enjoys 

the leadership position in Ed-tech space too. 

Most of the leading ed-tech firms like 

Coursera, EdX, Umedy, etc. ruling the charts 

of the most valued Ed-tech companies of the 

world are from US. 

Top US Ed-Tech Companies:

Flocabulary: 

Flocabulary, a US based Ed-tech company 

founded in 2004 by Blake Harrison and Alex 

Rappaport, is famous for creating educational 

contents for the students in form of hip hop 

songs and through various non-traditional 

ways of teaching maths, science, history and 

other main subjects for the students of k-12 

segment. Flocabulary reported a revenue of 

$8.75 million in the financial year ending 

2017- 18. Today, the company is operating in 

more than 35,000 schools of US. The 

Classroom products of Flocabulary have been 

praised by many celebrities like Snoop Dogg 

and the United Nation’s Secretary Ban Ki-

moon as well. In 2017, the company had 

launched its mobile app. The company is now 

focusing on expanding the reach of its 

products and adding innovative features and 

functionality, making it more relevant for the 

students of diverse backgrounds. 

Teachable:  

Teachable formerly known as Fedora, is a US 

based educational technological company, 

which offers a social online learning platform 

helping in delivering the Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOCs). Teachable is the all in one 

answer to the creators, developers and the 

users of the MOOCSs. Teachable handles 

everything from handling of payments to 

hosting and providing customer support to its 

users. Teachable believes that the creators 

must be fully focused towards creating and 

serving the best content possible and rest all 

the complimentary things will be handled by 

teachable itself. Teachable received the 

“Series A” funding of $4 million in January 

2017 and reported revenue of $7.5 million for 

the financial year 2017-18.    

 

 

Altschool: 
Altschool is a San Francisco based education 

technology company, which came into 

existence by opening a school in 2013 and 

then later expanded its operations to a series 

of micros schools that focuses on 

personalised training through a specialised 

playlist created personally by the teacher for 

every project and for each student. The 

progress of each particular student is 

streamed to (his/her) their parents, on the 

platforms provided by a personalised app. 

The Altschool bridged the gap between the 

students and their parents by providing them 

the transparency in the progress of their 

child. Altschool is charging $100 to $150 per 

student annually. Altschool made profit of $7 

million in year 2017-18 and the start-up 

raised about $174 million and was valued at 

$440 million by the pitch book more than any 

other common start up in the K-12 segment.  

 

Revenue of Top 10 U.S. Ed-tech Players- FY17 

 
Sources:  Companies financial reports and Eldrok estimates 
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Indian Ed-tech Market Analysis: 
verything is going digital in today’s 

scenario. Digitalization came in the 

lime light when PM Narendra Modi 

announced his digital India campaign. 

It flagged the way for advancement of digital 

education in the country. Indian Ed-tech 

market was valued at $0.4 million in 2017 and 

is estimated to reach $2 billion by 2021. 

Earlier, Indian education system was 

restricted to out-dated classroom teaching 

with blackboards and quarterly exams to 

measure student’s growth. But with the 

exploration of technology, Ed-tech 

companies in India are making their impact in 

education market. With the availability of low 

cost internet and constantly increasing users 

of internet Ed-tech in India has no restrictions 

to expand their geographical reach. Still, 

there are many isolated parts in India where 

students have to travel for hours to reach 

their school or college. Availability of 

education on online medium is the solution of 

this problem. Ed-tech is trying to remove all 

boundaries imposed by traditional method of 

education. Earlier, if a child missed his school 

or lecture it was difficult for him to catch up 

with the syllabus but now, through online 

teaching it is possible to not only catch up 

with the syllabus but even stay ahead in the 

race. As entire nation is shifting towards 

digitalization, where everyone is encouraged 

to pay their milk vendor through paytm, 

learning through technology has become 

more fun and interactive. 

 

India can be a leader in Ed-tech industry as it 

has all the potential required. India has more 

than 850 million mobile users base, which is 

largely used by youngsters. Mobile users are 

constantly increasing by 10 million users per 

month, there’s no doubt that mobile devices 

are future of classrooms. Online learning 

offers us flexibility of time and place, where 

everything is competitive and chaotic learning 

through Tata-sky or online tutors has become 

simpler than simpler. Ed-tech not only help 

students but also their parents by ways to 

track student’s performance.  

 

Top Indian Ed-tech Companies: 

1. Meritnation: A Delhi based Ed-tech 

start-up, which has its user base across 9 

countries, is one of the India’s largest 

online learning platforms for school 

children. Meritnation has estimated 

revenue of $31.64 million in FY17, which 

is the second highest among the Indian 

Ed-tech companies. It provides live 

interactive classes from best tutors 

available and students can clear 

their doubts using “chat” with 

teachers. It also gives assignment 

and homework after every lecture 

to ensure complete understanding 

of the topic.  

 

2. Simplilearn: Founded in 2010 by 

Krishna Kumar, Simplilearn has its 

headquarter in U.S. Simplilearn offer its 

content only for higher education 

segment. It is one of the world’s leading 

certification providers. Simplilearn has 

over 400 courses with more than 2,000 

qualified trainers. Till now, the Ed-tech 

start-up has trained over 1 million 

professionals across 150 countries. They 

also deliver video content on YouTube on 

topics like data science, artificial 

intelligence, digital marke ting etc. and 

has over 0.2 million subscribers with an 

estimated revenue of $18.55 million 

during FY17. 

 

3. Upgrad: A Mumbai based Ed-tech 

company, Upgrad is an online higher 

education platform, which provides 

relevant programs that are designed and 

delivered in collaboration with world-

class faculties. Upgrad recorded revenue 

of $14.05 million in 2017 and currently 

has around 0.3 million paid subscribers 

around the globe. 
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4. Edukart: A Delhi based Ed-tech 

Company; Edukart provides courses and 

learning content for higher education. 

Edukart offer its subscribers with 

degrees, diploma and certificate courses 

from universities, institutions and 

industry bodies. Edukart had estimated 

revenue of $4.69 million in FY17 and it 

has a user base of 0.01 million across 

India. Edukart also provides job 

placement support through its job portal 

on their website. 

 

5. CultureAlley: CultureAlley is an Ed-

tech company, which offers language 

learning courses for every age group. 

CultureAlley has currently over 0.45 

million users all over the world that are 

learning languages like Spanish, 

Mandarin, Hindi and Punjabi. 

CultureAlley had reported revenue of 

$4.21 million with more than 0.40 million 

subscribers in FY17. The Unique Selling 

Preposition (USP) of the company is that 

language courses are offered through 

apps at no cost. 

 

6. Embibe: Embibe is the largest 

Artificial Intelligence based Ed-tech 

company in India. Embibe reported 

revenue of $4 million in FY17. Embibe 

provides guidance to students by using 

data analytics and artificial intelligence. 

This AI powered technology not only 

helps student to overcome their 

academic weaknesses and knowledge 

gaps but also their behavioural skills as 

well as overall development. 

 
  

7. Vedantu: A Bengaluru based Ed-tech 

start-up, founded by Mr Saurabh Saxena 

in 2011 is, India’s leading live tutorial 

platform with best teachers for CBSE, 

ICSE, NTSE etc. Vedantu has its teaching 

network in more than 500 cities across 

the world. Vedantu offers a network 

where student can connect with any 

teacher directly and can learn in a 

personalized way. Vedantu had a 

revenue of $2.70 million with a user base 

of over 0.04 million in FY17. 

 

8. Toppr: Toppr offers learning content 

from 5th to 12th grade students. Toppr 

covers around 20 school boards and 60 

competitive exams from classes 5th to 

12th Toppr had estimated 4 million 

subscribers and recorded revenue of 

$1.83 million in FY17. Toppr is India’s 

leading JEE Main/Advanced and NEET 

learning platform, which offers a variety 

of learning resources in the form of video 

tutorials. The company believes that the 

most competitive entrance exams can be 

cracked using toppr. The content 

available on the app is totally free of cost. 

 

9. Unacademy: A Bengaluru based Ed-

tech start-up, Unacademy has trained 

over 0.3 million students by delivering 

2400 lessons in a span of just 6 months. 

Educators on Unacademy consist of 

students who have cleared various 

exams or have a teaching experience.  

Unacademy started as a channel on 

YouTube in 2010 and currently has more 

than 3 million subscribers. In 2017, 

Unacademy recorded revenue of $0.75 

million and has won the Digital Start-Up 

of the Year award at 12th India Digital 

Summit.  
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Revenue of Top 10 Indian Ed-tech players- FY17:  

Sources:  Companies financial reports and Eldrok estimates 

 

Drivers of Ed-tech Market in India:  
The Indian higher education system comprises 

of around 700 universities and over 35,000 

colleges with more than 85% of the students 

involved in undergraduate programs. More 

than 70% of those are either poorly educated 

or uneducated, depicting a huge number of 

students in need of some alternative effective 

and affordable way of education, creating a 

huge user base for quality education. The 

need and urgency towards the quality 

education is the key motivation for Ed-tech 

start-up in India. 

Population Structure: India is a young 

country demographically with nearly half of 

the population in India is below 25 years and 

most of them are heavy internet daily users. 

Education being a priority in India, online 

education has a huge base to serve the 

students in such a country. The Government 

of India is also contributing towards 

promoting online and digital learning.  

Accessibility and Affordability: The 

education provided through online platforms 

is more convenient and accessible on 

fingertips than before. The technology is 

improving the way of our learning and is 

present in every small aspect of our lifestyle. 

The digital education not only facilitates with 

accessibility but also reduces time required to 

learn any concept or skill. Ed-tech start-ups 

like any Byjus and Vedantu are becoming 

common and effective learning platforms in 

Indian households nowadays. 
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Ed-Tech Trends
Virtual and Augmented Reality 

(VR and AR): The Virtual and Augmented 

Reality, which became popular in 2017 in 

India focuses on giving real life experiences to 

its users by stimulations through graphics and 

sounds. The human mind retains 5% by 

reading, 10% by listening and about 60% to 

80% by experiencing. These ways of 

experiencing the learning gives life to the 

boring classroom learning sessions and make 

learning interactive and interesting. AR & VR 

are widely accepted in many high-end schools 

giving best experience of learning.  

 

Gamification based learning: 

Gamification is a new trending way of learning 

in the education market. Earlier, also games 

were conducted as a part of classroom 

activities in many schools. The old games are 

now rebuilt in digitalized mode. Usually, the 

game based learning is made for primary class 

students to build their interests in the 

subjects. They are mostly created for regular 

maths practice, and act as the solution to the 

old school traditional learning methods. 

Instant feedback and rewards are key 

motivators that drives students towards 

learning with lot of fun. 

Artificial and Adaptive learning: 
Artificial intelligence or adaptive learning is a 

new platform where the system adapts 

according to the need of the user or learner. 

Adaptive learning uses machines learning and 

the central idea behind adaptive learning is to 

stimulate personalised experience of users, 

which they undergo and learn according to 

their own capabilities or strengths. 

Ed-Tech as an Opportunity 
Ed-Tech start-ups are changing the face of the 

Indian education system. With the evolving 

age of technologies and the internet, more 

parents are keen to send their children in a 

technology-driven school, which includes 

interactive videos and textbooks, online 

assignments, tests, classroom discussions, 

exclusively customised learning modules, 

virtual reality, robotics and many more. 

Earlier, it used to be very costly but with 

increasing supply of the above mentioned, it 

is becoming more affordable for the common 

people. Ed-tech start-up offers an innovative 

and engaging way of learning, which makes 

education more fun for students.  Now, Ed-

tech start-ups in India are helping students at 

every phase from early childhood 

(kindergarten) to higher education, with a 

single objective to make learning easier for 

the students. According to a study, the 

number of registered students for online 

courses have been increasing at a very high 

rate. Ed-tech is considered to be one of the 

fastest growing segments in India, where 

its market size was valued at $0.4 billion in 

2017 and is estimated to reach $1.96 billion by 

2021, which shows a great opportunity of Ed-

tech ahead. Globally also investments in ed-

tech start-ups are on growth trajectory. 

Notably, Chinese Ed-tech companies raised 

over $1.20 billion in 2016, which is more than 

triple the amount raised in 2014, signifying 

that ed-tech start-ups around the globe has 

gained pace. India too has witnessed 

significant growth in ed-tech funding over the 

last few years, primarily supported by strong 

mobile user’s base of over 850 million in 2018. 

Now, not only investors but the number of 

parents who started believing in online 

technology are also increasing. 

According to a study, the total internet 

subscribers in urban and rural regions are 365 

million and 194 million respectively. Ed-tech is 

one of the few sectors, which weathered the 

funding in India, around more than 100 start-

ups funded between 2014 to 2016. Leading 

ed-tech start-ups such as Simplilearn, Topper, 

Byju’s, Vedantu etc. have been able to raise 

over a billion dollar in last few years. In 2019, 

Byju’s became one of the largest start-ups in 

India with over $5 billion valuation. Globally 

Ed-tech start-ups have been able to disrupt 

and expand markets primarily supported by 

Government policies. Indian Government is 

also continuously working towards promoting 

and expanding Ed-tech start-ups in India. The 

current generation of children has always 

been exposed to computers, mobiles and 

other technologies that have made learning 

easy, interactive and more productive. It is 

natural that they would want to have these 

items included in the classroom, which makes 

online platform an interesting way of learning. 

Growth within the Ed-tech industry will be far 

smooth and stable. As technologies evolve, 

new opportunities would eclipse the current 

available options. There are some challenges, 

which can be over-come with time.
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perating profit margins of leading School groups: 

For the last couple of years, 

the average operating profit 

margins of leading school 

groups in India have been in the range of 

23.0-27.0% as depicted in the chart 

below. The numbers, as sourced from 

different authorities, the ministry of 

corporate affairs etc., have been further 

adjusted for non-recurring and one-time 

income/expenses, to present the right 

set of numbers. In spite of continuous 

increasing staff cost, rentals, marketing 

and distribution costs, schools have been 

able to maintain the margins, primarily 

because of incremental revenue from 

new students counts and partly due to:  

 Upcoming technologies, which 

helped schools to cut down their 

various operational overheads 

 Higher disposable income and 

willingness of parents, to pay more 

for better child’s education 

 Focus on ancillary revenue - Schools 

have now started selling products 

like books, stationery, uniforms   

play kits, sports equipment etc., 

which has enabled them to diversify 

their sources of revenue. 

 

Average operating profit margins as a % of revenue - FY14 to FY17 

 

Source: Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 

Note: The values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India  
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Ancillary revenue of leading School 

groups: Like other business sectors, K-

12 segment schools are also increasingly 

focussing on diversifying their revenue 

streams and focussing on ancillary 

revenue. Owing to increased 

competition, continuous government 

intervention i.e. fee hikes, increasing 

operating costs, the margins of the 

schools are under huge pressure. 

Therefore, many leading schools have 

started focusing more on ancillary 

revenue streams and as per Eldrok 

Research unit, the average ancillary 

revenue of those schools as a percentage 

of total revenue have risen in the range 

of 16% - 20%, as depicted in the chart 

below. Though, currently, only a small 

chunk of schools focusses on ancillary 

revenues, however, it is estimated that 

in coming years, more schools are going 

to join the model of ancillary revenues 

and peripheral services due to rising 

costs and schools’ inability to raise the 

fee.

Average Ancillary revenue as a % of total revenue – FY14 to FY17 

 
Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 

Selling and marketing expenses of 

leading school groups: As per the 

annual/regulatory filings of leading 

school groups, over the last 4-5 years, 

the average selling and marketing 

expenses as % of revenue of schools 

have been in the range of 6.0% - 7.0%, as 

depicted in the chart below. Although 

the graph depicts that the selling and 

marketing expenses as a % of revenue 

have been range bound or slightly on 

declining trend, but in case of a 

significant number of schools, the 

absolute values represent the opposite 

trend. Notably, we observed that the 

selling & marketing expenses remains up 

to 15.0% - 20.0% in initial few years of a 

new school, but gradually starts 

declining as the brand value and visibility 

of the school increases. 

Average selling and marketing expenses as a % of total revenue - FY14 to FY17 

 
Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 
Note: The above mentioned values have been collected based on the sample of 30+ school groups from all over India 
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Staff expense pattern of leading 

private unaided schools: According to 

the annual filings of leading school 

groups, the staff expense patterns of the 

schools have been in the range of 35.0% 

to 38.0%. The graph below depicts the 

average staff expenses of these leading 

school groups from FY14 to FY18. The 

percentage of staff expenses as a part of 

the total expenses has been increasing 

due to the fact that these schools have 

recruited more teachers to improve their 

Student-Teacher ratio. Though most of 

these school groups have been spending 

in the appropriate range, there are some 

school groups which spend 40.0% - 

50.0% of their expenses towards the 

staff expenses, which is way above the 

industry average.

 

Average staff expenses as a % of total expense - FY14 to FY18 
  

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates 
Note: FY18(E) - Estimated, the values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India 
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Pearson acquired Lumerit Education for $29 million 
Pearson, a U.S based book publishing 

company has acquired “Lumerit Education”. 

Lumerit Education is a Texas based company 

that offers employees to earn bachelor’s 

degree through their portal. Pearson 

acquired the company at a deal of $29 million 

and this acquisition marks the return of 

Pearson to buyer side as we have not seen 

any takeover by Pearson in last few years. 

“The workforce employability channel is 

attractive to Pearson, and it really ties into 

the company’s belief in lifelong learning. 

We’re looking to help employees upskill their 

skill sets so that they can move their careers 

forward, and help move their corporations 

forward,” said, James Reeve, Managing 

Director, Pearson’s Accelerated Pathways 

division. This division of the company helps 

their employees academically in the 

corporate learning market. The motive of the 

company is to collaborate with higher-ed 

institutions to offer degree programs to 

employees who have not earned any 

degrees. 

 

Elizabeth Warren unveils $800 billion plan to reshape U.S. Public Education 
U.S. Senator, Elizabeth Warren disclosed the 

amount of $800 billion plan to fund the 

proposal of shaping U.S. Public Education. 

She announced that her signature wealth tax 

will provide fund to school and child care 

initiatives. This fund would quadruple the 

U.S. federal funding for public schools. 

Warren would also add $200 billion for 

students with disabilities. “The vastly unequal 

state of public school facilities is 

unacceptable and a threat to public 

education. We cannot legitimately call our 

schools ‘public’ when some students have 

state-of-the-art classrooms and others do not 

even have consistent running water. The 

federal government must step in,” said, 

Elizabeth Warren. She has been doing social 

work for America since a very long time. Out 

of $800 billion, $50 billion will be provided to 

improve the buildings and infrastructure of 

the schools. This initiative of Ms. Warren 

would definitely raise the education 

standards among the public schools of 

America and this may also encourage other 

countries to increase their desired education 

budget. 

 

Kangarootime raised $3.5 m in a funding round to expand their platform 
New York based software company, 

Kangarootime, that connects parents with 

childcare service providers has raised $3.5 

million in a Series A funding round. The 

funding round was led by Cultivation Capital 

along with participation from Mucker Capital, 

Skyview Capital, 43 North, New York State 

Venture Fund etc. “We built Kangarootime to 

help schools serve families, never knowing 

that there was so much valuable data to help 

our customers build bodies, minds and souls. 

Our next chapter is about helping our 

customers become data-driven and use 

actionable intelligence to become better 

educators,” said, Scott Wayman, CEO and 

Founder, Kangarootime. This will help many 

child care centres to have a better connection 

with families that they are serving or want to 

serve. Kangarootime’s mission is to introduce 

its new education product in 2020 and help 

many schools to flourish in academics. 

Through their product, parents will get real 

time update about their child and have 

transparency in the system.  

 

Stride raised $2.2 million in a seed funding round 
U.S. based edtech company “Stride” has 

raised $2.2 million in a seed funding round. 

The funding round was led by Slow Ventures 

and GSV Accelerate along with the 

participation from Strada Education and Sinai 

Ventures. Stride provides students loan up to 

$25,000 and students don’t need to pay 

anything if they earn less than $40,000 per 

year. Interested student can apply for loan 

through their website and answer questions 

about their education programs. After this, 

they get an interview with a Stride 

representative and if all goes well, the 

interested candidate receives the 

agreement. Stride is currently working to 

build their networks with recruiters and 

resume building services to enhance their 

mentorship and career guidance programs. 

Stride would use this raised funds to hire 

capable candidates and use it towards marketing and business development 

opportunities.
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Netherlands edtech startup LessonUp receives €350k to accelerate growth
Netherlands based edtech startup, LessonUp 

has raised €350k in funding. Peak Capital, an 

investment company in Netherlands injected 

this €350k. LessonUp is one of the largest 

edtech startups in Netherlands. The company 

provides the platform for teachers and 

educators where they can create their 

learning content and deliver them in the class 

directly. Within the span of just 2 years the 

company has compiled a collection of more 

than 250,000 lessons at its platform. 

“Internet technology gives us the opportunity 

to offer the best resources from the best 

teachers to every child. Who doesn’t 

remember that teacher who always had a 

unique way and made things easier and more 

fun in class. Those lessons, we want them to 

become available not only to this teacher’s 30 

students, but to 3,000 or even 300,000 

students,” said, Kars Veling, CTO and 

Founder, LessonUp. Company is aiming to 

have 200,000 students from across the world 

to participate in the learning session 

delivered by a single teacher.

  

Guild Education raises $157 million in a funding round 
Denver based edtech startup Guild Education 

has raised $157 million in a series D funding 

round. The funding round was led by General 

Catalyst along with participation from Iconiq 

Capital, Emerson Collective and Lead Edge. 

This funding makes the total valuation of the 

company to $1 billion. Company also received 

the status of “unicorn” this year and it is 

among one of the few companies under a 

female leadership that received this tag. 

There are more than 1,600 

degree programs available 

on the platform of Guild 

Education and courses on 

data analytics and digital 

marketing are among the 

most popular one. 

University partners are the major revenue 

contributing partner to Guild. “They pay us 

out of what would have been their marketing 

budget to acquire these 

students, typically on 

channels like Google and 

Facebook,” said, Carlson, 

CEO and Co-Founder, Guild 

Education. Through this 

raised fund, company would 

enhance their product quality and would 

expand in more and more cities across the 

world. 
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Zenius Education has raised $20 million in a funding round 

Jakarta based edtech company “Zenius” has 

raised their first ever external funding of $20 

million. The funding round was led by 

Northstar Group. Zenius education provides 

students with video based online 

learning. Their videos help students 

to think scientifically and make 

important rational decisions and 

students become more responsible 

socially and professionally. Their 

study material covers content for K-

12 students as well as help students to 

prepare national examinations and university 

entrances. Education sector in Indonesia has 

a great potential because of the market size 

and opportunities. Recently, Information and 

Technology Minister, Rudiantara had 

announced that Indonesian government has 

assigned 20 percent of its total state budget 

that will be around Rp 400 trillion to 

Education. Zenius education would use the 

raised fund to expand their branches in all 

over Indonesia and enhance their technology 

and content as the country has shown a great 

potential in the education sector.

 

Lalilo raises $5.5 million in a series funding round 
Lalilo, a U.S. based edtech startup has raised 

$5.5 million in a pre-series A funding round. 

The funding round was led by Partech 

Partners, Citizen Capital and Educapital. 

Company has its officed in San Francisco and 

Paris. This funding makes the total funding of 

the company to $7 million. Lalilo has its 

product in K-2 segment that help students to 

develop phonetics, word recognition and 

reading comprehension skills. “It is not 

acceptable to see, in a developed country like 

the United States, that two-thirds of students 

are reading below grade level,” said, 

Mezzour, Co-Founder, Lalilo. Company 

has its user base in more than 4,000 

schools in U.S and over 60,000 students 

uses their platform every month. Lalilo 

operates on a different model, where 

their basic product is available at zero 

cost to teachers and students. This 

unique strategy would help them to 

increase their userbase and spread their 

roots in many other cities of France and U.S. 

 

Campuswire raises $3.6 million in a funding round to improve online class discussions 

New York based edtech startup 

“Campuswire” has raised $3.6 million in a 

seed funding round. Bloomberg Beta, Rethink 

Education, Precursor Ventures, Betaworks 

etc participated in the funding round. 

Campuswire 

offers its 

platform on 

desktop, 

iphone and 

android based applications. Students can 

chat in groups to clear their doubts and can 

message people directly. They have a voting 

system enabled at their platform where the 

best answer is most visible to the students. 

Their platform also prevents students to put 

duplicate questions. The edtech startup was 

founded in 2016 and by now it has reached in 

more than 133 schools and 8 are outside U.S. 

On an average, a student spends 5 hours on 

the platform of Campuswire. The product of 

Campuswire is free for now to use and soon 

it will launch the premium version with some 

unique features in January for just $25 per 

semester.  

  

Crimson Education raised $20 million in a funding round 
New Zealand based edtech company 

“Crimson Education” has raised $20 million in 

a Series C funding round. The funding round 

was led by Chow Tai Fook Education Group. 

This Hong Kong based company invested $10 

million in Crimson Education. The edtech 

company helps students to get admission into 

competitive universities. They provide 

personalized strategic programs to students 

through their leadership mentors and tutors, 

which help students to reach their goals. “The 

close of our series C round 

brings with it the opportunity to 

delve into new verticals, which 

will leverage the expert teams 

and technology we have built, 

along with the data we have 

captured, and enable us to truly 

personalize the way high school 

students learn, “said, Sharndre Kushor, COO, 

Crimson Education. The company would use 

the funds to enhance their technology and 

add more resources to their network and 

expand their roots in Asia and other 

continents
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Schoolzilla acquired by Renaissance for an undisclosed amount 
Renaissance Learning, a cloud based K-12 

education software company has acquired 

Schoolzilla Schoolzilla is an edtech startup 

that provides dash board system for 

classrooms. It collects multiple data from 

students like their attendance, grades and 

attitude to monitor their growth and 

progress. It helps to solve the issue of 

absenteeism. Schoolzilla was facing many ups 

and down in their day to day operations and 

raising funds to solve the issue was a time 

consuming process. Acquisition was the 

easiest and convenient option left. Through 

this acquisition both companies could share 

their customers with each other. This was a 

top request from school administrators—to 

make our data more connected with their 

data, found an easy way to make this real. 

That’s why we wanted to bring it in house,” 

said, Brekhus, Chief Product Officer, 

Renaissance. This is the fourth acquisition of 

Renaissance in the past 17 months. 

Acquisition would help renaissance to collect 

data and attract more customers from 

Schoolzilla as well. 

 

UCW & TLG Canada signed agreement with Beifang 

University Canada West (UCW) of Vancouver 

and The Language Gallery (TLG) Canada have 

signed an agreement with Beifang 

Education Group (BEG) in China, which is 

the largest private higher education 

group in China. BEG has more than 

200,000 students across 22 universities 

in China. The agreement between BEG 

and UCW would allow students to 

pursue UCW’s MBA program, that will be 

subject to some terms and conditions. 

“We are delighted to announce this 

collaboration with Beifang, which is a well-

established education provider in China and 

beyond. This partnership is a decisive step 

forward in the international development of 

our institution. Working together, we hope to 

open the doors of higher education in Canada 

to a greater number of international 

students.” said, Brock Dykeman, President, 

UCW. The agreement will be initiated with 

effect from autumn 2020. TLG Canada will 

help students to learn English that would help 

them to study in Canada with ease.
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Coursera and MathWorks introduced data science course at Coursera platform  
Coursera, a U.S. 

based leading 

online learning 

platform has 

collaborated with 

MathWorks to 

address data 

science skill gap. “Explanatory Data Analysis 

with MATLAB” was the course launched by 

MathWorks, is now available at Coursera 

platform. The course will help users to solve 

domain specific data problems. The Coursera 

Global Skills Index (GSI) released a report in 

March 2019 that showed the increasing 

demand for students enrolling in data science 

courses. “The data science skills gap spans 

industries and countries. We’re excited to 

launch this new content featuring MATLAB, 

which has worldwide appeal given its use 

across disciplines in industry and academia. 

In this Specialization, learners will work with 

trusted MATLAB capabilities and use 

community-driven solutions from the large 

MATLAB user base, gaining skills they can use 

to do their jobs more efficiently and 

strengthen their careers,” said, Dil Sidhu, 

Chief Content Officer, Coursera. The five 

week course introduced with collaboration 

with MathWorks will encourage engineers, 

scientists, and researchers who are willing to 

learn data science to improve their skills and 

knowledge.  

 

Nesta and DfE announced Edtech scale-up funding recipients
The Edtech Innovation Fund will support 

edtech organisations to help develop ideas to 

reduce teacher workload. The Department 

for Education (DfE) from UK and Nesta, also a 

UK based organisation into tech innovations 

has announced recipients about the Edtech 

Innovation Fund. Both the companies are 

getting up to £100,000 to develop edtech 

solutions for reducing the teachers’ 

workload. This will turn out to be fun to see 

the support of two grantees which includes a 

tech startup, a college and established edtech 

experts to develop products, grow their 

evidence base of efficacy, and reach more 

schools and colleges. This financial support is 

up for about 18 months, also all non-financial 

support individual need, will be provided by 

Nesta. “To be truly transformational, 

education technology needs to achieve 

tangible impact for teachers and students, be 

informed by robust evidence and be easy to 

implement. Nesta will work with grantees to 

develop their ideas and share learnings 

across the sector so that technology can 

better meet the changing, and challenging, 

needs of the education system,” said, Joysy 

John, Director 

of Education, 

Nesta. The 

fund has set 

out to find the 

edtech 

products that 

could make the most difference to teachers 

and students within one of the following four 

areas: Formative assessment, essay marking, 

Timetabling and Parental engagement. 

 

Tailor-ED raises $1.6 million to enhance their learning platform 

 San Francisco based edtech startup, “Tailor-

Ed” has raised $1.6 million in a seed funding 

round. The funding round was led by Benson 

Oak Ventures along with participation from 

BrainPOP founder Dr. Avraham Kadar, 

Elevate Education, Emerge Education, Fresh 

Fund and few others. The edtech company 

helps educators to group and assign work to 

students based on parameters like aptitude 

and skills. After every lesson being delivered, 

students need to clear the exit ticket 

assessment to achieve the tag of subject 

mastery. There is a free version of the 

platform available where educators can 

develop their lessons and deliver them to 

students. They can pay $9 to access unlimited 

students grouping and learning content. 

Company has established its platform in more 

than 1,500 schools across the world, including 

70 subscription based schools. 

 

Udemy launches Learning Paths to help organizations drive customized learning experiences 
Udemy, a California based edtech company 

has launched “Learning Paths” a new feature 

at its platform. With the help of Learning 

Paths, employees, teams, and functional leads 

can reach their learning aim by allowing 

anyone to organize the right combination 

Udemy courses and external materials. “At 

Udemy for Business, we believe there are 

many ways to extend the impact of learning at 

organizations, Learning Paths help our 

customers deliver learning outcomes with 

powerful course recommendations, reach 

learning goals faster by selecting relevant 

portions of a course, and access resources 

more easily in one central location,” said, 

Irwin Anand, Managing Director, Udemy 

India. It will help users to create personalized 

learning experience that would help their 

organization to achieve desired outcomes like 

preparing for major projects, supporting 

career development plans etc. This will enable 

organizations to gather all relevant learning 

resources at one place. 
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Foster Billabong High International School, Hyderabad 
DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE 

Passionate, constructive, successful learning and progressive minds are twins. 

                                                                     -  Ms. G. Sunitha Rani 

25 years of Foster and 08 years of Foster 

billabong, proud to have achieved hegemony 

over our vision “To ignite human greatness by 

fostering a love of learning; A talent for 

thinking and respect for hard work” continued 

with a mission to provide a stimulating 

environment both infrastructural and 

intellectual to our young learners- 

testimonials are our speaking trees. 

Accessibility to superlative edification during 

childhood and young adulthood, Experiential 

learning programmes, global diversity in core 

curriculum and diverse activity framework 

have always been our USP and we understand 

that it can make a real and remarkable change 

in later life. 

A unique blend of National and International 

curriculum packed with life lessons and 

inspiring wisdom, well equipped 21st century 

tools to sharpen the young achievers and take 

them through the paths of creative & critical 

thinking, problem solving – empowered and 

propelled the students and the academic 

team to take on roles at par with international 

standards.  

The British Council projects catapulted the 

global dimensions with the School being 

accredited with the International School 

award – ISA valid till 2021.The aim of 

providing outbound learning experiences to 

nurture the leadership qualities and life skills 

management in the students and the faculty 

steered FBHIS towards being a pioneer in 

transforming goals into action by being a 

host to the HYDERABAD CHAPTER OF IIMUN 

(Indian International Model United Nation). 

“Safety-at-first @ FBHIS” has always topped 

one of our best practices list together with 

“Aware the masses” to spread the green 

message, won us an award for Excellent 

Performance and dedication towards 

environment protection. 

A mission closer to the vision that the 

management embraced was the need to 

provide quality education to for all under the 

“INCLUSION POLICY”. The special needs of a 

leaner are never deterrent @ FBHIS and it’s a 

mini window of the real world outside and 

beyond school that our children will envisage. 

We accept risks and ambiguity coupled with a 

researched methodology & curriculum to 

empower ourselves towards purposeful 

teaching-learning in a heterogeneous 

classroom. 

The CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility was 

the corner stone in helping our children to 

critically reflect upon the learning outcomes 

of the self-directed projects they initiated 

especially with reference to the manner in 

which they reached out to the Chennai flood 

victims. 

My sincere gratitude to TEAM Foster 

billabong for their enthusiastic and untiring 

efforts in creating culturally, socially and 

morally aware global citizens.  

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 

An investment in happy leaning yields futuristic minds and realistic hearts. 

Ms. Srilatha Channapragada  

Shaping young, impressionable minds is one 

of life’s biggest challenges more –so with gen 

z learners it’s a herculean task. At Foster 

billabong High International, Hyderabad, we 

strive to infuse culture and values into our 

curriculum and help the students realise 

“Raison d’être” – the reason for being. 

We understand 21st century is the beginning 

of the IOT era and students across the globe 

are surrounded by a cloud of information, 

easily available with a click of a button or 

artificially intelligent Alexa or Google 

assistant. Hence Our distinctive and 

noteworthy academic programmes 

encourage and exhilarate students to 

develop critical-thinking, creative thinking, 

problem solving, decision making, coping 

with stress and learn through enquiry and 

reason, to exchange thoughts and ideas, to 

develop key personal and social values, and to 

set goals to realize their own unique potential; 

Alexa or Google assistants are just support 

technologies for mere references as Zen Z’s 

are digital natives. 

The continuous interplay amongst the 5 E’s 

Viz; Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and 

Evaluate and the authentic information flow 

amongst teachers, students and parents is 

pivotal to our on- going curriculum. 

Kala Khoj – Talent hunt is parallel and ongoing 

process through cultural, sport and varied co-

curricular and extra activities to widen the 

scope of education and make it more 

consequential for holistic development. 

TEAM Foster billabong trusts that pre-

eminence and virtuosity are the gradual result 

of always striving to do better, hence our 

Motto “In track of Excellence!” 
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FBHIS – JUST NOT A SCHOOL  

Twenty-five years of relentless service in 

education, as educators we at FBHIS believe in 

arousing intellectual curiosity, independent 

thought and nurture effective learning habits 

amongst the young Gen Z achievers. From an 

early age, we encourage pupils to be dynamic, 

intellectual, creative and rich in values and 

culture and develop freedom of expression. 

We emphasise on core skills of critical thinking 

& problem solving along with emerging IT 

trends, so by the time students complete 

schooling they are well prepared for life skills 

and evolving global challenges of the world.  

Academic milestones are not the only 

measure of the students at FBHIS; focus is on 

nurturing social and interpersonal skills, 

environment sensitivity, inclusive and 

indigenous contribution to school life. An 

appropriate mixture of scholastics & co-

scholastics and a judicious amalgamation of 

Curricular and Co-curricular activities and a 

perfect infusion of values and culture help 

students of FBHIS to develop existing interests 

and ignite new talents that will stay with them 

for life.  

Foster billabong High International is 

committed to ensure students are given every 

opportunity to experience learning in 

enabling environments – safe, secure and 

democratic and achievable goals. Thus driving 

their potential towards a holistic learning and 

achievements which help them to become 

global citizens believing in sustainable 

development and contented life.

 

CAMPUS FACILITIES 

 Air conditioned classrooms 

 Well-equipped Science, Math, IT, Language and music labs 

 Well-equipped library and art & craft room 

 Sports and Performing arts: Skating, Badminton, Football, Volleyball, 

Cricket, Tennis, Indoor games and dance. 

 Resource room for remediation   

 Exhilarating signature clubs Viz; Robotics, Astro, F-1 car design and many 

more 

RECENTLY INTRODUCED TECHNOLOGIES 

 ERP and GPRS Tracking 

 School mobile App 

 

VISION OF THE SCHOOL 

 To ignite human greatness by fostering a love of learning. 

 A talent for thinking and respect for hard work 

 

MISSION OF THE SCHOOL 

 Wisdom over knowledge 

 Individual creative thought over rote learning 

 Aspiration over ambition 

 Spirituality over religion 

 A united world over a divided one 

 

Achievements 

 BEST School Deligence in execution Award Kangaroo Kids Educational Ltd 2017-18 

 Appreciation for visionary leadership, perseverance & initiatives in organizing competitive exams and performance excellence of 

students on SOF Olympiads held during 2017-18. 

 Cultivating Arts (indulging kids in arts) supporting TELANGANA State Level Drawing Competition 2018-19. 

 Space Adhyaan – Hyderabad- from BIRLA SCIENCE CENTRE Received an Appreciation for participation in World Space Week 2016 

conducted on 7th &8th October, 2016. 

 BEACON OF STUDENT COMMUNITY AWARD – 2017 – in recognition of our role for promoting in All India General Knowledge 

Examination - 2017 

 Science Olympiad foundation - Best Performing School Award 

  Unified Council-Best School (Participation) Award 2016-17 

 9th Indy’s Education Award- Outstanding School in SOUTH INDIA-Director Ms. G. SUNITHA RANI 

 School Management- Director Ms. G. SUNITHA RANI and Vice-Principal received the awards from BRAINFEED for contribution to 

educational field 2014-15, 2015-16- ACHARYA DEVOBHAVA 

 BRITISH COUNCIL- International School Award 2015-2018 ISA. 
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Credence International School, 

Mumbai 
Strengthening Faith and Nurturing Intelligence                                   
 

Introduction 
CREDENCE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLs - a 

group of schools (Managing 9 Schools across 

5 states) built on the lines of Gurukul, where 

there are no wrong answers and every 

process leads to creative solutions, integrated 

with latest technology and experiential 

learning tools and STEM Labs. We stand 

committed to nurture the coming generations 

with values and enable them to acquire the 

skill set required to meet the challenges of 

future careers.  Our schools offer state of 

the art infrastructure, cutting edge 

technology, thoroughly researched academic 

curriculum and standardized operating 

systems which guarantee a symbiotic 

experience to our kids and parents 

throughout our school network across the 

length and breadth of the country. All aspects 

of our teaching and learning are in accordance 

with our vision of creating a school which is 

not just about timetables, subjects, exams 

and marks but about making each child realize 

their potential and evolve a futuristic society 

which they wish to live in. 

 

Exclusives at Credence International School:  
 Thematic inter-disciplinary teaching based on a scientifically developed pedagogy. 

 Focus on Experiential Learning & STEM Learning. 

 Wi-Fi enabled Smart Classrooms and Campus with i-pad for every student and teacher. 

 Language Lab, Math Lab and Science Lab. 

 Music Lab, Dance Club, Computer Lab, Art and Craft Activities and Sports Training. 

 Student-Teacher and Parent-Teacher Portal. 

 CCTV Monitoring across campuses & GPS Tracking for Bus Monitoring. 
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Founder’s Profile 
Credence International School is founded by 

three partners: Mr. Sudhir Kukreja, Mr. Rajeev 

Kothari and Mr. Abhishek Doshi, who with 

their specific expertise and rich experience 

manage our schools.  Together they make a 

perfect combination to cater to every 

requirement of an efficient Education 

Ecosystem. They believe, Education is 

complete when a child is made competent 

enough to deal with various situations in life 

dexterously. Such an education will require a 

child to be developed socially, intellectually, 

emotionally, spiritually and physically. With 

this thought Credence has been designed with 

the pedagogy to touch upon each of these 

elements in a child's development phase.  

Our founders are committed to facilitate an 

atmosphere that would make our children 

rational decision makers and believe in 

removing the societal pressures that 

inevitably influence their decisions. They wish 

to make children learn logic in a way as to 

equip them to make choices based on one 

thing - Rationale. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 

  
Our Curriculum Philosophy: 
 

 
 
Co-curricular activities in school: 
 
 
 
 
 

Creating inquisitiveness, thinking and solving abilities 

and nurturing imagination is what our curriculum stands 

for. Based on this, our program EXPLORE takes the 

syllabus beyond classrooms and ensures logical 

understanding of every concept.  The program is 

designed with incorporation of multiple intelligences 

and hence caters to different learning styles. The 

program has been designed keeping in mind the stages 

of learning and the relevance of learning in daily lives. 

 

All the learning material including books, teaching aids, 

digital content as well as teacher training material and 

tools are developed by a centralized team in Mumbai 

and implemented across our chain of schools Pan India.   

 

 

 

A school should be a place where a child gets to explore different 

opportunities and co-curricular activities need to go hand in hand 

with academics to ensure development and exploration of every 

talent. At Credence International School, we have an Indoor and 

Outdoor play area, with focused training for games like basketball, 

football, skating, cricket, volleyball etc. We also have a music and 

dance room on campus with a dedicated instructor for both. Apart 

from these, we also conduct workshops to develop speaking and 

drama skills. We specialize in integrating our co-curricular 

activities with our theme-based curriculum. Also, students are 

indulged in these activities from Pre-Primary level to ensure 

development of motor skills.  
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Technology Integration & Digitization in School: 
We believe in the saying, ‘Technology will never replace teachers, but technology in the hands of a great teacher can be transformational.’ 

With this philosophy we have been digitally revolutionizing our schools and making learning interactive and experiential.  

Levels of Tech-Integration 
 I-pad for every student and teacher 

 Smart classrooms and a Wi-Fi enabled campus                                                             

 Computer Lab  

 STEM education with AR VR Tools 

 Apple for Education & Google for Education Program  

 RFID Enabled I-cards 

 ERP  

 Online Assessments 

New Initiatives  
 

 Professional Theatrics 

 Robotics 

 3D - Animation and Designing 

 Digital Library 

 Astro-Lab 

 British Council accreditation 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOOL’S ACHIEVEMENTS 

  

Awarded the “Best Emerging School Chain of the Year” by India Education Awards 2018. 

Awarded Excellence in Digitalization in Education Programs by Eldrok in 2019. 

Multiple awards in Inter-school activities and competitions. 
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ABHYASA INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL  

Abhyasa Vision Statement 

Imbuing Confidence, Creativity, Character for a Competent India! 

Abhyasa envision to develop the Core Human Competencies of Confidence, Creativity and Character among 

her students by making them relate to the Universal Collective Consciousness, so that we work together to 

create a Harmonious Global Community for materializing the eternal vision of Bharat. i.e. 

 

“Lokaah Samasthaah SukhinoBhavanthu….” May all the Worlds be Happy at all times” 

– This is verily the vision of Abhyasa School ! 

 

 

Abhyasa Mission Statement 

Its-kind Public School 

based on Indian Culture 

and Gurukul Ethos, for Girls 

and Boys from all over the 

world, - to realize their 

physical - intellectual, 

social, psychic, spiritual 

potential - for their 

balanced all-round 

development. 

To provide a healthy 

environment with a 

globally up-to-the minute 

curriculum, through state - 

of - the - art technology. To equip students 

with knowledge and skills in various fields, to 

develop their intellect, creativity, balance 

their emotions with human values and a 

holistic vision of life. 

To enable children to co-exist consciously 

with Society and Nature, adapt harmoniously 

to changes and challenges in life, so that they 

succeed professionally and are empowered 

for collective leadership. As world citizens, 

they would uplift others - physically and 

metaphysically. 

"Abhyasa Matruka" - Abhyasa Alma Mater

 

Chairperson 

Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba has 

operationalized the art of 'Man-

making' propagated by Swami Vivekananda. 

In His infinite wisdom, Bhagawan has 

repeatedly stressed the need to firmly sow 

the seeds of character and culture in 

early childhood apart from merely 

informative education aiming at 

material success. Unswerving 

adherence to truth, unity of thought, 

word & deed and a sense of 

indebtedness to society should 

pervade the life of a person to make it 

meaningful. Material success should 

bring into our being a feeling of 

responsibility to share the fruits of 

success by distributing the same to 

the less endowed brethren. This thirst 

for serving society through loving 

'Seva' generates ideas, creates talent, 

and promotes imaginative dedication 

to a meaningful course in one’s life. 

Respect for our own epics, culture, 

tradition, and heritage endows us with 

confidence and patriotic fervor. Such a 

purposeful life liberates and takes us nearer 

to Divinity. 

The yearning desire of a few alumni of Sri 

Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning at 

Puttaparthi resulted in “Abhyasa Residential 

School” coming into being in an idyllic setting 

in Toopran. Smt and Sri Kalletla Rangadas 

garu and family dedicated themselves to the 

same as a service to Bhagawan. Sri Kalletla 

Vinayak and the team of devoted staff have 

been striving constantly to shape the school 

with such ideals stressing the need for value 

based education. We are humbly proud to 

say that Abhyasa has carved a special niche 

among the schools. The installation of state 

of the art teaching equipment and 

methodology has been a continuing effort. 

Many of our alumni have made us proud by 

winning laurels in academic and sports. It has 

a special place of recognition for cultural and 

social service programmes with even 

the United Nations Award for Excellence in 

Social Service. 

With our prayer to Bhagawan for His Gracious 

shower of blessings on all -- We, the Board of 

Governors, rededicate ourselves to His ideals. 
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Knowledge is as vast as the Universe. 

Even if someone were to spend every 

minute of his life in the acquisition of 

knowledge, he would not even cover 

1/7 of it. So what are we actually trying 

to teach our children by drawing-up 

syllabi, framing Courses and awarding 

Certifications? 

Schooling has to essentially Prepare the Child 

for Life in such a way that he/she is able to 

find moments of Happiness all along the way 

and not just at the end of the road ! By the 

time every parent realizes that Happiness 

cannot be measured by Success and Money, 

the child would have already completed its 

share of grueling to prepare for another 

similar living that his/her parents have gone 

through.... A vicious cycle thus continues for 

another generation! The problems in the 

present education system began when the 

parents of students started interfering with it. 

In any profession, a practitioner is most often 

trusted to execute his expertise. But when it 

comes to schooling, parents are extremely 

overbearing about how their children should 

be taught or even treated by their teachers! 

Standardization and Commercialization of 

education commenced this way. Nativity and 

Creativity have taken the back seat and the 

result is a mass production of Uneducated 

Literates! 

Abhyasa is an Institution that upholds 

the Right of every Child to discover itself to 

his/her fullest potential and evolve into a 

Complete Human Being under the 

observation of teachers who are just 

facilitators and guides. We have consciously 

chosen a residential form of schooling, as 

children need to be drawn away from the 

comfort of parental protection and put into 

'simulators' that replicate the larger society. 

Can a child learn to swim by just dabbling its 

legs in water, without entering a pool? 

Similarly, how can a child learn to face Life 

without completely stepping out into the 

external world? "The love of a parent for a 

child is the love that should grow towards 

separation", said Kahlil Gibran. "Your children 

are not your children. They are the sons and 

daughters of Life's longing for itself. They 

come through you but not from you, and 

though they are with you, yet they do not 

belong to you. 

You may give them your love, but not your 

thoughts, for they have their own thoughts! 

You may strive to be like them, but seek not 

to make them like you... For life goes not 

backward nor tarries with yesterday. 

You are the bows from which your children as 

living arrows are sent forth. The archer bends 

you with His might that His arrows may go 

swift and far. Let our bending in the archer's 

hand be for gladness; For, even as He loves 

the arrow that flies, He loves also the bow 

that is stable!” 

- Kahlil Gibran (1883 - 1931) 

Abhyasa is an Exclusive School - for those 

parents who can understand and appreciate 

the aforesaid Verses.... If you feel that you are 

one such enlightened parent, here is an 

invitation to give your child - the best of 

schooling...because your child is the best 

thing that happened to you in life! Abhyasa 

provides unlimited opportunities - through a 

wide spectrum of curriculum - for a Child to 

discover the World in all its vagaries and 

choose his/ her goal for life, consciously and 

cautiously! 
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Special Coverage – Digital and Online Education 

E-learning and online education Industry in India, is witnessing 
tremendous growth at a CAGR of 11-12% and is projected to be 
around $1.96 bn industry by 2021: 
India is a very fast developing country of the 

world with a high quality of education, the 

utmost need to sustain this pace of 

development. The country is currently in its 

bulge phase. It has the largest youth 

population in the world, more than 600 -700 

mn people under the age of 25. 28% of the 

population of India is under 14 years of age, 

where basic education is the key for nation’s 

development. With this kind of population 

structure, the rising population of our 

country needs a feasible and accessible way 

of Education i.e. the Digital Education. Digital 

education mainly refers to the use of 

technology to strengthen student’s learning 

experience. 

Education is the basic necessity of life. 

Education in today’s scenario is not just 

reading books and attending lectures, rather 

education has evolved over a period of time 

from reading course books to an overall 

personality development program. Education 

has evolved a lot over the period of time from 

chalkboards to whiteboards or from display 

boards to projector learning. Thus, 

transformed with the integration of 

technology named as “Digital education”.  

Today’s current generation 

is well versed with using a 

mobile phone, I pad, 

laptops etc. These digital 

devices are the current 

centre of innovation and it 

provides a more interesting 

way of learning in schools. 

To Cater to this need of 

technology in the schools, the educators are 

up with various digital alternatives 

companies like Educomp, Tata Class Edge, 

Pearson, Teach Next software etc. Digital 

education can easily have been seen in the k 

12 segment but still, a lot of efforts is needed 

to implement digital education in the higher 

education segment.  

India has around 300 - 400 mn in 2018 and 

expected to reach 511.89 mn by 2022, has 

made the country second largest online 

market, ranked behind China after crossing 

the USA. With this huge number of internet 

users, India has great potential to grow in the 

digital education market. E-learning industry 

in India is a prolific one, witnessing a 

tremendous growth at a CAGR of 11-12% and 

is projected to be a $1.96 bn industry by 

2021. 

however, the lack of availability of digital 

infrastructure, poor electricity and low 

internet access, low internet speed create a 

huge need for the government to take 

necessary initiatives to address these 

challenges. To build an ecosystem to boost 

the usage of digital technologies on a large 

scale. 

There is a huge regional disparity issue for 

rural part of India. It may take time at its 

initial stages but digital education can grow 

well in the urban areas. Thus, Digital 

education and e-learning can be concluded as 

the future of India’s education system but 

currently require a lot of efforts and is 

surrounded with a lot of Challenges. 

  

Government Initiatives towards Digital Education for K-12 segment: 
KV’S Initiatives:  

For a better understanding of the 

digitalization, ICT (Information, 

communication and technology) Skills classes 

will be provided in all the Kendriya Vidyalayas 

to all the students from classes III to XII. 

Government is planning to establish 12,011 

e-Classrooms, where 9,711 e-Classrooms has 

already been established and 2300 are under 

process in all Kendriya Vidyalayas of India to 

facilitate effective learning through a digital 

mode of education. Besides, 276 Digital 

Language Labs and 1137 Computer labs have 

been established in 276 KVs across the 

Country. 

 

E-Prajna:  

A pilot project e-Prajna has been started for 

providing tablets, pre-loaded with e-content 

for Maths and Science. Till now, 5,076 touch 

tablets have been distributed among Class 

VIII. To help the students to grow with 

modern Technology and to explore the 

knowledge. Devices like Touch-Tablets 

preloaded with e-content enable students to 

learn fast, retain and express effectively and 

efficiently in studies. The tablet was equipped 

with basic skill of using modern electronic 

devices and supported students with: 

1. Reinforcement of subject content. 

2. The distributed Tablets promote 

learning at any time and at any place 

when required. 

3. Teachers are facilitated with the online 

assignment and assess the students’ 

performance digitally. 

4. Teachers can also customize teaching-

learning program according to the 

calibre of individual student. 
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Special Coverage- Digital and Online Education 
From Black Boards to Latest Digital Boards, Government schools under Transition to Digitalisation 

India over the period of time has evolved a     lot in term 

accessibility and feasibility of digital education in schools.  

Over the past years, the government schools in India have 

grown rapidly in terms of good facilities and infrastructure. The 

central Government decided to launch the Jawahar Navodaya 

Vidyalaya, which aims to provide quality of education through 

digital learnings across its 500 schools. 

Since 2013, the Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas had collaborated 

Samsung, a multi-national corporation, providing access to 

digital learning to more than 2.5 lacs students and also trained 

8,000 teachers to use the digital technology. The programme is 

expected to bridge the gap in education with digitalisation in the 

rural and urban area of India, and provide equal facilities for the 

quality of education for children from all backgrounds whether 

rich or poor. 

 

Adoption of Digital Education: Bliss or a Boon:  

E-learning or digital learning is instructional learning with 

effective use of technology to strengthen student’s learning experience, usually with the help of modern gadgets like tabs, laptops or any other 

multimedia. With the development of technology, a lot of changes can be witnessed in the education pattern. Over the period of time, the 

meaning of education has totally changed, merely from reading and learning of course books to overall creative development with endless 

learning opportunities.  

Digital education helps a child to evolve in the way they initiate, understand and implement the concepts, proving it, to be a new Dimension of 

learning. Digital education is the ultimate future of education as well as includes the following advantages: 

1. Classes more interactive: With digital education, classroom learning has become more fun and interactive. Children incline to be more 

attentive. The classrooms using digital learning technology are 

able to make the session more visualizing and interesting.  Audios and visuals help the students to retain more as compared to any bookish 

knowledge. 

2. Inclined towards learning: Using tabs, laptops or notepads, instead of pens and pencils motivates students to complete their tasks quickly.  

3. Vocabulary: Active online screen time helps students in developing language skills. Reading more and more educational content online, 

students will usually come across many new words and phrases and make them improve their vocabulary. 

4. Learn at his pace: Many times, students hesitate to ask a question from his teacher in classroom. Online learning offers a student to repeat 

and learn from the lectures as many times as he requires. Technology helps to learn in the way the student wants with no time limit. 

5. User-friendly: The best thing about digital education is that it is user-friendly. The curriculum is available with the students at any time 

whenever they want. A student can access and learn on the go as well. Even if, anyone miss any particular class. He/She can access the 

lectures and can download them from the school website. 

6. Easily content Available: Nowadays, online study material is easily available. So, students can access study modules of various subjects, 

which helps them to enhance their knowledge even without a teacher. 
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Special Coverage- Digital and Online Education 

Digital education has been providing a new and innovative platform for the students to learn but still, it fails on many aspects like personal touch 

and attention in teaching. Busy lifestyle of the parents is also a key factor behind encouraging their kids for being more engaged in these tech 

toys. Children at their young age are becoming addictive of online platforms like YouTube, cell Phone, camera, Facebook rather than enjoying 

their childhood with their coincident mates. They are giving up their childhood and devoting time on modern Gadgets. The understanding of 

these modern gadgets is more about playing games and watching entertaining videos. Covering another aspect    of technology and digital 

gadgets, which is affecting kids: 

1. Expensive: Digital education is an expensive way of learning, which use to have high monthly school fees. MHRD is continuously making 

effort to make digital education cheaper and accessible by all. 

2. Infrastructure: For digital education means, you need to have a proper infrastructure not only at schools but also at home, particularly 

affordable broadband. 

3. Reduces creative abilities: Availability of all the answers easily on the internet reduces the children own creative abilities. 

4. Lazy approach towards studies: Digital education is a more comfortable way of learning but it may lead to a poor and lazy attitude towards 

studies.  

 

Emerging trends of digital education in India: 

Involving digital media in education: With 

the digital learning like digital boards, the 

teachers can cover the whole strength with 

the help of a big screen, ensuring students 

getting the same level of attention. This kind 

of digital boards has made the education 

more interactive and participative for 

students. The attention and exposure 

provided by digital boards can’t be met by the 

traditional boards. However, the ultimate 

aim behind introducing digitalisation is to 

make the learning more interactive, fun and 

an enjoyable part of life. 

1. Learning with video lectures: The Video 

lecture is the best way to make the 

content more interactive, enjoyable and 

entertaining usually done with a help of 

Apps, podcasts, videos, interactive 

software, e-books and interactive 

electronic boards. Children can also 

exhibit their intelligence and learning 

attitude, even working on digital 

platforms is a pride for teachers as well.  

2. Massive open online course (MOOCS) & 

distant learning programs:  The massive 

open online course has introduced with 

the aim of familiarising course to a large 

population on open web platforms. 

India is seen to be a big market of such 

online courses. As the population of 

India is very huge such online course 

could be very beneficial to provide 

quality distant education to each 

possible corner of the country. Online 

distance learning programs are easily 

accessed with the help of internet 

connection. 

3. Gaming Based learning for K-12 

segment:  k 12 refers to the students 

from kindergartens to 12th grade. This 

segment of education is more about 

learning and many companies have 

been contributing to this segment. 

Today this segment is seen as a potential 

segment with a very less rate of 

recession. Gaming based is learning with 

the technological developments are 

taking around them, and they are also 

surrounded with the required skills and 

abilities. K-12 creates the game based 

learning environment, which enables 

the learner to easily get the word of 

education in India. 

4. Digital library replacing physical library: 

In this era of technology, the medium of 

reading in schools is gradually 

converting from physical books to a 

digital platform with visual interactions 

and instructions. Now, private Schools 

can also save their cost in accordance 

with the upkeep of libraries and make it 

cost effective along with an added 

benefit of an attractive medium for 

students to start accessing libraries 

more often. The HRD Ministry’s project, 

National Digital Library 

of India (NDLI) provides 

a platform to access 

books. Recently, 

Government has also 

sanctioned ₹50crore to 

help neighbouring 

countries to set up their 

own digital library as 

well. The Government is also focusing on 

forging collaborations with US and 

Australia, as part of its second phase of   

development. Through collaboration, 

NDLI is looking at strengthening its own 

content, technology and business model 

of digital library. 

5. Other Government initiatives: The 

government has planned to take the 

‘Old-School’ libraries on a digital 

platform, through initiatives such as:   

1. Sugamya Pustakalya, an online library, 

with a collection of over 3.3 lakh books 

for people with print disability 

 2. e-Basta, an online platform having 

69,568 e-content to be read and used on 

tablets and laptops. The main idea is to 

bring various publishers (free as well as 

commercial) and schools together on 

one platform   

3.E-Pathshala has been developed by 

NCERT for showcasing and 

disseminating all educational resources 

including textbooks, audio, video, 

periodicals and a variety of other print 

and non-print materials through a 

website and mobile application. 
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Special Coverage- Digital and Online Education 
Challenges in Online Education: 
Digital Learning has become very popular in 

schools. Still, it has many upcoming 

challenges and overcomes. Every change has 

come up with some negative and positive 

aspect. Still, people are not aware of new 

technology is the biggest challenge of digital 

learning, which the government and leaders 

need to work upon. People commonly resist 

changes, even if that is necessary for their 

growth and betterment. They 

usually don’t feel comfortable on 

learning new technology and 

believe that the traditional one is 

more effective. It is true that the 

implementation of eLearning can 

create enormous positive change 

in education system.

 

Some major Challenges in the way of digital education are listed below: 

High level of digital illiteracy: Digital 

education is all about working with 

technologies like digital boards, projectors 

and software’s but, working on digital 

equipment is a totally new concept and one 

of the main hindrances to digital education in 

India. According to facts, in India, around 960 

million people are still not on Internet. 

Low internet speed: Internet speed is the 

major component affecting the digital 

education. According to data, internet speed 

in India is at the 105th position in the world, 

lowest in the Asia Pacific region.  

Cyber Crime, a major challenge: The fear of 

cybercrime and breach of privacy has been a 

persistent problem since the launch of the 

internet in India. According to NASSCOM 

India, India requires 1 million trained 

cybersecurity professionals to deduct 

cybercrime problem in India by the end of 

2025. And the current number is 62000.

Scope of e-learning and online education: 
The Scope of Online education is not limited 

till the domains of secondary, post-secondary 

and tertiary education. It has now expanded 

by covering various courses and modules for 

competitive exam preparation, professional 

skill enhancement, and other non-academic 

disciplines. The size of India’s e-learning 

market was $247 mn, comprising 1.6 mn 

users in 2016. The market size is likely to grow 

eight-fold to $1.96 bn and the user base will 

grow six times to 9.6 million users by 2021. In 

fact, India’s e-learning market is the second-

largest after the US, which is forecasted to 

exceed $48 bn by 2020. 

 

Future of E-Learning and online education in India:  
E-learning, being a new approach in the 

education sector, is evolving interest of 

education service providers to adapt 

methodical use of resources. Therefore, it is 

clear from above statements that E-learning 

would lead to transformation of education 

sector. Online Education in India is expected 

to grow to $ 1.96 bn over the next 5 years 

driven by increased consumer adoption 

supported by macroeconomics changes, 

improvements in product offerings and 

changes in business models. The internet 

user base is expected to grow from 1.6 million 

users in 2016 to 9.6 million in 2021. 
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  AI in Education 

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for education section, particularly in K-12 
segment. We have one of largest dedicated education community followership in India i.e. 23,000+ followers across our 
leading social media platforms.  For more information:  
Please contact: +91-12-4475 1840, +91-83750 27737 or mail us on - gaggarwal@eldrok.com 


